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Abstract

Gamification, that is, the usage of game content in non-game contexts, has
been successfully employed in several application domains to foster engage-
ment, as well as to influence the behavior of end users. Although gamification
is often effective in inducing behavioral changes in citizens, the difficulty in
retaining players and sustaining the acquired behavior over time, shows some
limitations of this technology. That is especially unfortunate, because chang-
ing players’ demeanor (which have been shaped for a long time), cannot be
immediately internalized; rather, the gamification incentive must be reinforced
to lead to stabilization. This issue could be sourced from utilizing static game
content and a one-size-fits-all strategy in generating the content during the
game. This reveals the need for dynamic personalization over the course of
the game.

Our research hypothesis is that we can overcome these limitations with
Procedural Content Generation (PCG) of playable units that appeal to each
individual player and make her user experience more varied and compelling.

In this thesis, we propose a deep, large and long solution, deployed in two
main phases of Design and Integration to tackle these limitations. To support
the former phase, we present a “PCG and Recommender system” to automate
the generation and recommendation of playable units, named “Challenges”,
which are Personalized and Contextualized on the basis of players’ prefer-
ences, skills, etc., and the game ulterior objectives. To this end, we develop
a multi-layered framework to generate the personalized game content to be
assigned and recommended to the players involved in the gamified system. To
support the latter phase, we integrate two modules into the system including
Machine Learning (ML) and Player Modeling, in order to optimize the chal-
lenge selection process and learning players’ behavior to further improve the
personalization, by deriving the style of the player, respectively.

We have carried out the implementation and evaluation of the proposed
framework and its integration in two different contexts. First, we assess our
Automatic Procedural Content Generation and Recommendation (APCGR)



system within a large-scale and long-running open field experiment promoting
sustainable urban mobility that lasted twelve weeks and involved more than
400 active players. Then, we implement the “Player Modeling” module (in the
integration phase) in an educational interactive game domain to assess the
performance of the proposed play style extraction approach.

The contributions of this dissertation are a first step toward the applica-
tion of machine learning in automating the procedural content generation and
recommendation in gamification systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The term Persuasive Technology (PT) refers to the design and the use
of technologies that encourage people/citizens to make an effort to change
their habits [1]. For example, in the marketing context, advertisers on social
media networks (e.g., Facebook1, Instagram2) use announcements and adver-
tisements to attract users to purchase specific products. This technology can
find application not only in marketing, but in many other circumstances of our
daily lives, from our physical and social activity to eating [2–5], from teaching
in school and driving style (e.g., to obey the speed limit on highways) to the
use of utilities at home [6–8]. Although the developers of PT can reach to
their goals in various manners, Gamification has recently gained the attention
of researchers and industry, as a very attractive means.

Gamification, as a persuasive technology and interactive strategy has
been successfully applied to different aspects of our everyday life [9, 10] and
implemented in numerous application domains. As Deterding et al. defined
in [11], gamification is:

The use of game design elements in non-game contexts.

In other words, gamification is the concept of operating game mechanics
(such as points, levels, quests, bonus, missions, etc. [12]), and designing game-

1 www.facebook.com
2 www.instagram.com

www.facebook.com
www.instagram.com
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ful strategies in a non-entertainment context to incentivize and encourage
people/players to overcome the real-world obstacles [11].

Significant efforts have been undertaken in last few years among researchers
as well as practitioners to understand how interactive technologies can be
leveraged to encourage people to change or take particular habits [13], share
information in their networks [14], settle sustainability elements like energy
consumption and safety [15], and have more sustainable life styles [16]; to
name just a few [17–19].

While gamification applications that promote sustainable behaviors have
shown a remarkable impact in a number of critical Smart City domains, includ-
ing recycling [20], energy conservation [21, 22], and personal mobility [23, 24],
a shortcoming that is often observed is that their effects tend to diminish and
taper off in the medium to long term [25,26]. People usually have a positive in-
clination to improve and change their negative daily behaviors, but they often
find it arduous to encourage themselves to engage in the beneficial behaviours
permanently. That is especially unfortunate, because changing players’ be-
havior cannot be immediately internalized; rather, it must be reinforced long
enough to successfully stabilize new sustainable habits [27].

Although achievements from empirical studies highlighted that game ele-
ments play a key role in encouraging people to reach the gamified systems’
goals [28–30], the lack of a system that effectively and dynamically interacts
with people to keep them engaged in the gamified system has intensified this
issue.

This issue can be sourced from two common errors: the dominance of pre-
defined game element that are considered at design time, and a one-size-fits-all
strategy in generating game content during the game.

The former points to the static elements of the game, which are designed
before launch and use. Static ad-hoc tailoring might be doable for a short and
small size of gamification [2, 31], but the scaling challenge dominates when
providers or designers need to deal with large gamification campaigns. While
feasible in principle, the process is costly (time-consuming, exposed to human
errors), and cannot be sustained in the long term. This issue clearly reveals
the need to move from static to dynamic content generation in the context
of gamification. In this context, similarly to what happens for entertainment
games, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques can be extremely helpful. The
latter problem refers to the need for personalization, which is critically impor-
tant since players are distinct, they have different abilities, personalities, skills,
etc. so that tailoring the game to a group of players would cause boredom or
frustration for individual players.

With attention to the research challenges that relate to the two issues
mentioned above, we plan to defeat and address those issues, by developing a
technology solution that enables the dynamic generation and personalization
of game content in a large scale gamification domain.
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In general, the work presented in this dissertation presents an effective
solution to generate tailored game content dynamically. This work was moti-
vated by the following research question:

• How can we construct an automatic framework that effectively,
efficiently and dynamically provides personalized game content
that can boost players’ engagement, as good as manually con-
tent generation in a gamified system?

1.2 Vision

In order to answer the above question, we envision a solution to auto-
mate the generation of highly personalized game content. More specifically,
we demonstrate the idea of designing and integrating multiple strategies for
automating and tailoring challenges to each individual player. Challenges are
units of playable content including a demanding goal that a player should
achieve – under temporal or other constraints – in exchange for an in–game
prize or reward.

The work presented in this dissertation ultimately addresses the challenge
of motivating and helping citizens to change their behavior to adopt a more
sustainable and healthy lifestyle. In other words, we want to help to improve
citizens’ habits by developing an interactive framework in context of “Gam-
ification” that helps to impel citizens to re-evaluate their traditional habits
(which have been adopted for a long duration) and encourage them to improve
it. More specifically, this dissertation presents the results we have achieved
for automating the generation of game content (particularly challenges) by de-
signing an automatic Procedural Content Generation (PCG) framework. PCG
techniques are frequently used in contemporary electronic games to compu-
tationally generate a wide variety of game elements in order to enhance the
user experience by increasing game diversity and keeping players engaged and
interested by adapting the game to the personal preferences, abilities and style
of each individual player [32].

Our system produces challenges that are personalized (based on the pref-
erences, the past game history and performances of each player) and contex-
tualized (based on the current state of the player in the game and her game
objectives). Moreover, when recommending challenges, the system takes into
account game objectives, which are administered by the designer (in our case,
the administration of the Smart City). In this way, we can incentivize spe-
cific citizens’ behavior that is in line with the game objectives such that these
objectives can dynamically change during the game.

To arrive at the results presented in this dissertation, we followed the
three-step approach illustrated in Figure 1.1:

Thorough review of the state of the art to determine the possible ingredient
of the required solution “Phase 1”; Designing our own novel solution, imple-
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mentation and experimental evaluation “Phase 2”; Integration, deployment
and experimental evaluation “Phase 3”.

Study
Designing 

PCG  
& 

 RS 

State of The
Art

Experimental
Evaluation  

&  
Result 

Critical
Review and
Feedback

Integration

ML Design  
& 

Integration

PL Design  
& 

Integration 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Evaluation  
&  

Result 

Evaluation  
&  

Result 

Figure 1.1: The three steps of our research project.

• Phase 1: The first phase involved the assessment of existing studies,
which are close to our investigation to overcome such problems utilizing
various techniques and strategies in different contexts. In addition, the
user study that was empirically collected from the players (reported
in [30]) enabled us to target the “challenges”, as one of the effective
game content, to be personalized that can positively influence players’
motivation for healthy behavioral change.

• Phase 2: In this phase, we designed and implemented a novel solution
that integrates the Procedural Content Generation (PCG) [33] strategy
and Recommender system [34]. The vision behind our design was to in-
troduce forms of PCG in gamification applications aimed at automating
the generation and recommendation of game content –Challenges– to
support and enhance the engagement of players in the gamified system.
In this phase, we evaluated the proposed PCG framework in a large scale
gamification campaign. Although the results demonstrated the validity
of the approach, collected feedback led to design further modules with
the aim of improving the peformance of the system.

• Phase 3: This phase involves integrating two new modules into the pro-
posed PCG system to enhance the performance of the approach. Based
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on the proposed system’s construct, two modules have formed and inte-
grated into the system, with the aim of optimizing the performance of
the approach. The former is “Machine Learning (ML)” that constructed
to optimize game content assignment. The latter is “Play Style Recog-
nition (PL)”, which aims at extracting players’ play styles to advance
personalization in the gamified system. Phase 2 and 3 are described in
details in Chapter 3.

Our solution, as the concatenation of multiple strategies, has been imple-
mented and evaluated with two important concerns in mind: Effectiveness
and Efficiency, which are reflected in seven objectives defined and detailed
through the chapters.

• Effectiveness: In this dissertation, the aspect of effectiveness are inter-
preted in three different sub-aspects in evaluating our proposed solution.
First, effectiveness refers to the performance of the game content, which
are generated, personalized and recommended by our proposed frame-
work (APCGR) vs. the game content that are administered manually,
in motivating players to improve their behavior in the gamified system.
Secondly, in the Integration phase (phase 3)–particularly in evaluating
machine learning module– it points to the performance of the ML mod-
ule to predict the success rate of the challenges. Finally, this aspect
–particularly in evaluating player modeling module in phase 3– refers to
the performance of the module in extracting players’ play style in the
game.

• Efficiency: Similar to the previous aspect, efficiency is interpreted dif-
ferently in both the Design and Integration phases to evaluate the pro-
posed approach. In the third phase, efficiency talks to whether our
system assigns commensurate and balanced rewards for the challenges
it automatically proposes to players vs. the manual generation by the
expert judgments. This aspect in the integration phase –specially eval-
uating machine learning module– points to the time that ML module
needs to complete the whole ML process.

The high level conceptual view of the proposed framework is illustrated in
Figure 1.2, where the two points A and B represent the generation of game
content and personalization process, respectively. Point C illustrates the rec-
ommendation of the personalized game content, and D refers to the learning
process –learning players’ behaviors in the game. The result of this process
could be the input of the content generation for the next iteration to optimize
the recommendation process, which are described in Chapter 3.3.
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Figure 1.2: A General Overview of the Proposed Framework in Gamification.

1.3 Research Challenges

In this dissertation, the most significant challenges that we have encoun-
tered to apply our solution in dealing with the highlighted problems can be
divided into Dynamicity in selection process and Validation, which are de-
scribed in the following:

• Dynamicity: Dynamicity imposes a significant challenge in selection
process in our proposed approach. It refers to the concept of Change
in e.g., players’ preferences or game objectives over time. We faced
this challenge in two phases of our solution including “designing and
integration”.

First, it appeared in constructing the Filtering & Sorting module in the
main framework, since the algorithm used at the core of this module had
to deal with two different aspects: player’s preference and objectives of
the game. Dynamicity of these two aspects challenge game personaliza-
tion in selecting the suitable “Challenges” in order for the players to be
recommended. This is due to those cases, where the system based on
the game objectives, tries to push a task that contradicts the players’
preferences. To overcome this difficulty, we constructed a multi-criteria
algorithm presented in Chapter 3.2 to find a sweet spot between the
player’s preference and the objectives of the gamified system.
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Second, we encountered this issue in applying player modeling technique
in gamification context. As players do not follow a particular play style
during the game and they change their play style over time, such dy-
namicity turns the personalization task into a challenging issue. To
handle this issue we built a module introduced in Chapter 3.4 capable
of recognizing this dynamicity “on-the-fly” that can be utilized for game
adaptation over time.

• Validation: Evaluating the proposed approach in a real-world scenario
was a challenging task to prove the effectiveness of the designed sys-
tem and its’ integration. We implemented the proposed framework in a
gamification campaign in the context of urban mobility system through
the Trento Play&Go App3 in Trento city (Italy) in 2016. It was spe-
cially arduous, because the framework was examined in a large scale and
open-field gamified system.

Another challenge we faced is the shortage of individual player’s data.
Although, there was a considerable numbers of active players in the game,
the system endured by having limited individual player’s challenge history to
model the player’s feedback w.r.t the given challenges. Player’s feedback refers
to the ability of players to handle and complete the given challenges. To tackle
this problem, we designed a ML module presented in Chapter 3.3 capable of
modeling players’ habit (with minimum numbers of samples and features).

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation shows that Automation and Personalization of game con-
tent are not only feasible, but it also indicates that the proposed approach is
more effective and efficient in changing players behavior compared to the man-
ual generation of challenges in a large scale gamification study. In particular,
in this study we made three main contributions to the field of gamification
and design of the interactive framework to boost behavior change, which are
listed in the following:

• We have developed a framework that automatically generates personal-
ized game content in context of gamification –in general– and applied
to Urban Gamified Mobility system in a Smart City. We have validated
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed framework through a
large-scale and long-running gamification campaign by comparing the
challenges that are automatically generated and personalized by our
APCGR system with the challenges which are manually administered
by the expert judgments (designers who are expertise in this field).

This contribution is corroborated by the following papers:
3 http://www.smartcommunitylab.it/apps/viaggia-trento-playgo/

http://www.smartcommunitylab.it/apps/viaggia-trento-playgo/
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? Reza Khoshkangini, Valetto Giuseppe, Annapaola Marconi and
Marco Pistore, “Automatic Generation and Recommendation of
Personalized Challenges for Gamification”. (Submitted to IEEE
Transactions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games (TCI-
AIG)).

? Reza Khoshkangini, Giuseppe Valetto and Annapaola Marconni,
“Generating Personalized Challenges to Enhance the Persuasive
Power of Gamification”. Personalized Persuasive Technology, pp.
70-83. CEUR-WS.org, 2017.

• We have devised a machine learning module (ML module) that supports
the prediction of probability of challenge success to optimize the selection
and recommendation process. This potentially can increase the challenge
success rate by the players that contributes players’ engagement and
behavioral change in the gamified system. This contribution resulted in
the following paper:

? Reza Khoshkangini, Annapaola Marconni and Giuseppe Valetto,
“Machine Learning for Personalized Challenges in a Gamified Sus-
tainable Mobility Scenario”. Annual Symposium on Computer-
Human Interaction in Play (CHIPLAY), pp. 361-368, 2017.

• We have designed a player modeling module to automatically and dy-
namically extract and model the play style of the players in gamification.
This play style extraction module can contribute to game adaptation in
the gamified system. This contribution elaborates on the following pa-
per:

? Reza Khoshkangini, Santiago Ontanon and Annapaola Marconi
“Dynamically Extracting Play Style in Games”. (Accepted to
GameOn 2018, UK).

A possible extension this contribution is elaborated, on the following
paper:

? Reza Khoshkangini, Zaffar Heidari, Enrica Loria and Annapaola
Marconi “Semi-Supervised Learning to Extract Players’ Play Style
in Gamification”, (Submitted to Annual Symposium on Computer-
Human Interaction in Play (CHIPLAY) 2018).

Other publications that supported the work reported in this dissertation
are listed in the following:

? Reza Khoshkangini, Dinh Van Tran, Maria Silvia Pinni and
Francesca Rossi “Constructing and Learning Users’ Conditional Be-
havior Via Bayesian Network”, (Accepted to SIR workshop 2018).
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? Reza Khoshkangini, Maria Silvia Pini and Francesca Rossi “A Self-
Adaptive Context-Aware Group Recommender System”, In Confer-
ence of the Italian Association for Artificial Intelligence (AI*IA),
pp. 250-265. Springer, 2016.

? Reza Khoshkangini, Maria Silvia Pini and Francesca Rossi “A
Design of Context-Aware Framework for Conditional Preferences
of Group of Users”, In Software Engineering, Artificial Intelli-
gence, Networking and Parallel/Distributed Computing, pp. 97-
112. Springer, 2016.

The contributions of this dissertation have the potential for making the
end-to-end generation of personalized game content process easier and flexible
for each player, especially for a large-scale gamification campaign in the smart
city.

1.5 Organization of this Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: Research Background: presents the state of the art, in
which we introduce the notion of Procedural Content Generation (PCG) and
its components, and the diversity of Recommender Systems (RSs). Since the
main direction of our research is constructed based on these two research areas,
we also provide a review of recommender systems, which are investigated in
the domain of game and gamification. Furthermore, we report the use of
Machine Learning in Game and Gamification, and conclude by reporting the
existing results on Player Modeling. This Chapter presents a summary of
existing works in the field that guided us to develop our APCGR system
in the context of gamification. Finally, we introduce the components of the
proposed APCGR framework.

Chapter 3: Design and Integration: this Chapter basically demon-
strates the design of the proposed framework and integration of its’ comple-
ments including Machine Learning and Play Style Extraction modules. In this
Chapter we first present the key characteristics of our Gamification platform
which built for smart cities. We overview the characteristics of our solution
as the part of the broader view of the gamified platform that supports the
automation of personalizing game content in gamification. Then, Section 3.2,
presents the Challenge Model and structure of our Automatic Procedural Con-
tent Generation and Recommendation System. In this section, we detail the
framework’s modules including: how challenges are generated by the Chal-
lenge Generation module, valuated using the Challenge Valuator module, and
finally assigned to each individual player by the Filtering & Sorting module.
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Section 3.3, illustrates the construction of the Machine Learning module that
has been integrated within the APCGR framework to optimize the perfor-
mances of Filtering & Sorting module. Finally, in Section 3.4, we introduce
Player Modeling concept and its’ background in digital games. Then, we ex-
plain our proposed Score-based module to construct the play style of the player
in a gamified system.

Chapter 4: Implementation, Evaluation and Discussion: This
Chapter presents the implementation and evaluation of the proposed APCGR
and its’ integrated modules in two different gamification studies. Chapter
4 starts by describing Play&Go scenario, its’ specification and how citizens
could participate to the gamified system. Then, in Section 4.2, study setup
and evaluation of APCGR are detailed. In the following, the objectives of the
evaluation and results are presented, respectively. We evaluated the frame-
work that whether the designed approach is effective and efficient for promot-
ing behavioral change. In Section 4.5, the evaluation of Machine Learning
is described and constructed aimed to enhance the challenge selection per-
formance in Filtering & Sorting module. Then, e-learning gamified scenario
(educational game-based learning domain) is introduced in Section 4.8 that
followed by player modeling experimental setup and evaluation objectives.
Finally, the results of our play style recognition module are reported. This
Chapter concludes by discussing the achievements from the implementation
of APCGR, Machine Learning and Play Style Extraction, respectively.

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Works: This Chapter finalizes the
dissertation. First, it presents the summary of our research by highlighting
the research problems in the context of gamification and our proposed solution
to handle them. Then, we overview our findings and relate them back to the
evaluation objectives which were defined based on effectiveness and efficiency.
Then, we introduce our future investigation and specify the possible research
directions that the proposed framework could be extended and applied.
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Chapter 2

Research Background

This study builds upon prior work in the setting of 1) Recommender Sys-
tems, and 2) Procedural Content Generation (PCG) in the context of Gam-
ification. Procedural Content Generation is being shaped to codify and sys-
temize the generation of game content without recourse to manual generation.
A Recommender system or recommendation system falls in the Information
Filtering area, with the aim to predict and recommend services/goods con-
tingent on users’ preferences. Integrating these two ingredients enables the
use of PCG in gamified contexts. Having in mind the above two important
research areas, we designed an automatic PCG framework in the context of
gamification. Before designing our solution, in this Chapter, we review the
state of the art in this domain and position our vision within it.

In the following sections, we report the current studies in Procedural Con-
tent Generation (PCG) and Machine Learning approaches in the context of
game and gamification. Then, we detail the concept of Recommender System
(RS) and its’ multiple derivatives in the domains of interest. Subsequently,
we discuss how we integrated the modules (machine learning, for optimizing
challenge selection process, and player modeling, for extracting players play
styled over the course of the game) into our APCGR framework.

2.1 Procedural Content Generation & Machine
Learning

Procedural Content Generation (PCG) techniques are developed to formu-
late and automate the construction of Game Design Elements (GDEs) to be
delivered in electronic games. Elements may vary widely [33], from sounds and
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textures, to buildings, maps and whole game level layouts, to items, equipment
and other virtual goods, all the way to playable units of content such as riddles
to solve, obstacles to overcome, encounters with non-playing characters, chal-
lenges, missions and quests to complete, or even the entire storyline [35,36].

Advancements in PCG have largely been driven by the need to contain the
time and cost for developing diversified game content at scale, while improving
the experience of players, who dislike excessive repetition. PCG has also been
used to automatically adapt the game experience, using Machine Learning, to
the characteristics of each player [32,37]. For example, Zook et al. have used
PCG to tailor the game play to a model that captures the player’s current
know–how and performance, and have applied to both missions in a role–
playing fantasy game, and training scenarios in a military serious game [38,
39]. Often, PCG is used to automatically adjust the difficulty of playable
units of content, and personalize the balance between player’s satisfaction
and challenge over time according to the concept of “flow” (see Figure 2.1).
Flow is recognized as a major factor for fun and retention [40–43], if challenges
are well-balanced to the player’s skill during the game over time.

The concept of flow was introduced by Csikszentmihalyi [40] for the first
time (mid-1970), that refers to players’ experience with highest engagement
and fulfillment. Recalling the requirements of the concept, Csikszentmihalyi
highlighted eight main elements of flow [41]:

• Clear goals,

• Balance between skill/ability and difficulty of the challenge,

• A margin of action and awareness,

• High level of concentration on the specified task,

• Prompt feedback,

• A loss of self consciousness,

• Feeling of control for the given task,

• Transformation of time.

Having in mind the concept of flow, many attempts have been conducted
either manually or automatically to adapt the difficulty tasks/levels to the
player’s skill, with tangible increase in the player’s engagement in the game.
For instance, Seth et al. [44] propose to utilize Player Rating Systems (e.g.,
Elo is a method to calculate players’ relative skills in competitor games like
Chess [45]) to select and sequence tasks as a framework in balancing the
difficulty level in the context of Human Computation Games (HCGs). Togelius
et al. [46] generated race tracks according to the acquired driving models, in
order to improve the entertainment value of an auto racing game. Similarly,
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Lora et al. in [47] introduce an approach to dynamically change the difficulty
level of the Tetris game. Such personalization of game content results a great
potential at hindering players to be frustrated and of keeping them engaged
in the game [48,49].

Figure 2.1: The Conceptual View of Flow in Game

The power of computational techniques adopted in PCG has been quickly
grown with the demand for increasingly sophisticated generated content in
contemporary electronic games. All effective PCG contains two facets: explo-
ration, which generates a potentially very large and diverse number of options,
and selection, which picks among the generated options those that are fittest
for the purpose. For the former, some of the prevalent approaches are search–
based techniques (e.g., genetic algorithms) [50]; as well as planning techniques,
in particular when creating new gameplay scenarios or storylines [35,36]. For
the latter, some PCG approaches leverage insights from Recommender Sys-
tems.

State-of-the-art experiments have shown that the generation of game con-
tent has become increasingly prominent in the domain of Electronic Games in
order to decline the production cost and time, and improve re–playability and
tailor the game content to each individual player. While PCG and machine
learning techniques have far less commonly been used in Gamification. For
instance, Biptiste et. al in [51] introduce a theoretical adaptive and generic
architecture to engage players in an existing web-learning environment. Their
approach trace player’s data and integrate multiple-game mechanics in order
to adapt the game with the user’s characteristics.

In the context of “eco-driving”, a study that looks in the same direction
(as this dissertation) is provided recently by Di Lena et al. [31]. They built
a prototype that gathers the driver’s braking style data to make a model to
predict the saving energy pattern using a machine learning technique. Then,
they exploit it at fostering driver’s behavior in a gamified way. Another study
has been recently done by Rodrigues et al. [52] in the education domain “Men-
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talmath”1. In this study, a template-based approach is introduced to generate
a limited set of problems and scenarios in basis of players’ math skills. In this
experiment, at the end of each level of the game (MentalMath) participants
(40 elementary students from a Brazilian school) were given various types of
math problems (containing basic operations such as subtraction, divisions,
additions and multiplications) to be solved.

The privilege of using machine learning techniques in gamification –in par-
ticular, PCG– relies on the capability of understanding players’ real behav-
ior and model in responding the recommended challenges and exploiting this
model to further personalize the game content – especially the challenges in
our domain– for a particular player.

The studies we have reported not only demonstrate the recent attentions in
exploiting PCG techniques to foster players’ experiences in digital games, but
also help to discern the richness of these techniques to be expanded and ad-
vanced in another context of game (Gamification). Advancing this technique
with a recommender system may have a positive influence on personalization
that can enhance the players’ engagement in gamification.

In the following section, we first discuss the notion of Recommender Sys-
tems and anatomize their classifications (we highlight the most important kind
of recommender systems, which are widely used in the research community)
such as Content Based Filtering, Collaborating Filtering, Hybrid Systems and
Context-Aware Recommender Systems. Finally, we review the use of these
types of systems in PCG, electronic game and gamification domains.

2.2 Recommender Systems

Generally, all Recommender Systems (RSs), starting from a set of given
inputs make a pattern and then search for a specific service(s) in order to meet
the user’s demand(s). Recommender Systems are triangulated into three main
categories of Content-Based Filtering (CB), Collaborative Filtering (CF),
and Hybrid (CF and CB combined) [34], which we discuss below, individ-
ually.

2.2.1 Content Based, Collaborating Filtering (CB) and
Hybrid Systems

Content-based systems also known as “cognitive filtering” try to recom-
mend items based on the similarity between user’s past activities (from her
profile), and the content of service (that could be an item or a product to
recommend) [53]. User’s profile contains her past activities in the application
domain e.g., past selections, or the content that she has browsed before, which

1 Mentalmath is a game based tool that was developed to foster kids’ math skill.
http://flexmath.ck12.org/mental-math

http://flexmath.ck12.org/mental-math
http://flexmath.ck12.org/mental-math
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are characterized with similar features. Usually, products are represented and
characterized by several features. For instance, price, size of the item, type of
the item (e.g., computer accessories, etc.), to name a few. Generally, content
based techniques are constructed based on users’ information, while collabo-
rating systems work based on other users’ information who present some sim-
ilarities. Content based systems have been widely used in various application
domains from product guide selection [54] to movie, music recommendation,
from health-care [55] and e-commerce [56] to education [57].

In contrast, collaborating systems act quite differently, since in these ap-
proaches, the recommender system suggests products/services that other sim-
ilar users have liked, selected or used before. In other word, in these types
of recommendations the similarity among users are computed in order for
the particular user to propose new products, rather than the similarity be-
tween items [53]. Notably, K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm is one of the
most common algorithms used in data mining –in general– and recommender
systems –in particular. These sort of recommender systems operate based
on similarity functions including Cosine Similarity, Hamming Distance, Eu-
clidean Distance and others [58, 59], as well as Correlation Pearrson measure
that has been widely used in content based system to find the correlation
between users’ ratings [60].

Although, the above RSs are massively used and implemented in several
application domains, many approaches have been developed to integrate these
kinds of recommendation systems (using various techniques [61–63]), which
are known as Hybrid Systems [64, 65]. Hybrid Systems have been developed
to gain a peak performance with fewer issues of any individual technique to
maximize the users’ satisfaction in the context of recommender systems. The
conceptual view of the Hybrid Systems is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The Conceptual View of the Hybrid Recommender Systems.
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2.2.2 Context-Aware Recommender System

The newest generation of RSs, called Context-Aware Recommender
Systems (CARSs), builds on user, item and the context of the user. Context
is defined in [66] as:

Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity or a domain.

Such systems are extensively employed in dynamic domains (in these do-
mains, context changes over time and may therefore influence users’ prefer-
ences) to optimize the prediction of user’s preference. From the workflow
structure point of view, CARSs are categorized into two main methods:

• Recommendation via context driven querying and search; The imple-
mentation of these kinds of systems has been seen in the domain of
mobile, tourist guide and movie recommendation [67,68]. Such systems
use context (e.g., interest, local time, location, etc.), to query or search
the user’s preferences in a specific repository of resources (e.g., movie or
restaurant [67]). Thereafter, the systems try to provide the best service
to users.

• Recommendation via contextual preferences elicitation and estimation;
In contrast with the first method, in which the system employs the
current users’ context as a query or a preference to search for some
services, the second method tries to model and learn users’ preferences
by observing users’ interactions with the system.

Basically, both models try to recommend a set of services to a user or
a group of users considering the context. For instance, Simen et al. in [69]
introduce a prototype of group CARS in a Concert application. In this study,
they consider only Time and Location as the context in order for customizing
the recommendation to fulfill users’ demand, in which different CF algorithms
such as K-nearest Neighbor, Matrix Factorization and Hybrid methods are
implemented.

In order to maximize users’ satisfaction in recommendation context, more
features have been used to model and characterize users’ preferences in per-
sonalization process. Palmisano et al. [70] introduced a hierarchy of contex-
tual information with multi-dimensions in their system, where each dimension
could have a numbers of sub-dimensions including time, weather, location, etc.
Similarly, in [71] every feature is defined as a dimension, such that a rating
function R is used to specify how likely a user u prefers item i at time t.

Acknowledging the the diversity of recommender systems that we surveyed
above, and borrowing from the taxonomy in [72], our proposed PCG frame-
work can be categorized as a type of Context-aware Recommender System
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that is specifically constructed for any gamification scenario. Current game
status, and contextual information such as time, day, etc. define the context
in this recommendation domain. In addition, we use content-based approach
in order to personalize a part of users experience.

2.2.3 Recommender Systems in Game and Gamification

In the domain of electronic games, recommender systems (RSs) have been
most often used to recommend new games to fulfill players’ inclinations and
game play. For instance,

Sifa et al. [73] proposed two different techniques of Archetypal Analysis in
order to recommend a new game to players in basis of their activities during
the game. Likewise, Skocir and his colleagues in [74] introduce a Multi-Agent
Recommendation System that uses a number of different parameters elicited
during the game play, to propose new mobile games that best suit the player’s
style and skill.

Similarly to our research line, a recommender system is used in combi-
nation with PCG [75], aimed to propose the procedurally generated content
(e.g., map) by taking into account the individual player’s characteristics in a
game platform. Subsequently, Harrison et al. in [76] proposed a Collaborative
Filtering system, based on the player’s past quests to propose the achieve-
ments that a given player may enjoy most taking on next, for the World of
Warcraft MMORPG.

In the context of automating game content generation, Andersen et al.
in [77] introduced a theoretical trace-based framework that was demonstrated
on two domains (elementary and middle school mathematics and well-known
puzzle game Refraction). They aimed to estimate the difficulty of the proce-
dural problem by mining the features that were traced in the game. Later on,
a large-scale experiment is evaluated on the same puzzle game Refraction by
proposing a framework that automates the generation of “Level Progression”
aimed to enhance players’ engagement in the game [78].

In the gamification context, the closest work is PHESS [79], which pro-
vides recommendations on sustainability measures based on monitoring and
accumulating user’s history, in the domain of home energy conservation. Al-
though, those measures are not automatically generated and taken from a
limited repertoire of static alternatives.

As briefly reported above, game adaptation is implemented not only on
game elements “either statically or dynamically” during the game, but it can
be exploited to tailor different aspects of the game. Player Modeling has
shown its great potential to maximize the engagement of players in the context
of electronic game [80]. The final section of this Chapter focuses on player
modeling in game and reports a number of studies, which have been done in
the domain of gamifiaction.
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2.3 Player Modeling in Game and Gamification

The concept of player modeling refers to the study of computational models
that has been widely used in the domain of electronic games for customizing
game content to players preferences, traits, abilities and personalities, in order
to enhance players’ engagement [80–82]. In addition, players could be distinct
by play style, motivation and pleasure that then will be categorized as player
typologies. The means by which these various player types are obtained is inte-
grated by statistical methods to interpretative and psychological approaches.
For instance, a well-known player taxonomy (Bartle) was introduced on the
basis of player behavior and experience recorded in a long-term game [83]. He
introduced four main player’s types as follows;

• Achievers: achiever players enjoy to face and beat difficult challenges
who can gain more rewards and try to finish the game as fast as possible.
They are problem solvers who make few errors in the game.

• Killers: they try to impose themselves on others in the scope of the game
provided by virtual world. The greater they can prove drama over the
others, the more pleasure the players have. For example, cheaters, trolls
and hackers could belong in this type.

• Socializers: as the name/type implies, they like more to have relation to
the other players rather than playing the game. They are interested to
share their knowledge to others or be involved in the game community.

• Explorers: they are curious to explore the game by visiting the whole
game content and objects. They usually finer analyze the details of game
content, short-cuts with a significant amount of attention.

Later, Nick Yee conducted a study of Massively Multiplayer Online Role-
playing Games (MMORPG), and collected more data through questionnaires
[84]. In this long term study, Yee develops Bartle’s model and proposes that
player’s motivation can be divided into three main categories and ten sub-
categories as follows (cited by [85] as well):

• Achievement: Mechanics, Competition and Advancement,

• Social: Relationship, Socializing and Teamwork,

• Immersion: Role playing, Escapism, Discovery and Customization.

Similarly, an empirical study on player modeling was investigated by Kallio
et al. [86]. In this work, a gaming Mentality Heuristics model is introduced
containing nine profiles of player’s types in three different categories including
Social Mentality, Casual Mentality and Committed Mentality in the context
of digital games. These categories are constructed on the basis of regularity,
length and social context of the game as follows;
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• Social Mentality contains gamin with mates, gaming with kids and gam-
ing for company;

• Casual Mentality accommodates filling gaps, killing time, and relaxing;

• Committed Mentality that covers entertainment, having fun and immer-
sion profiles.

Over the last decades, potential research studies have loomed on person-
alization and player modeling in the context of the digital game.

Since player type represents the actual player’s substrate, modeling and
predicting player’s preferences in the game may help to augment the player’s
engagement for a long term. Indeed, the play style delivers an understand-
able pattern that has a remarkable impact on adapting the game based upon
players’ behavior [87]. In addition, recommending a new personalized game
content, product/game to players [88] could be the options that can act as
a booster to keep the players immersed in the game. Hence, the essential
task before game adaptation towards the players’ play styles, is to model and
extract the play style during the game.

Many approaches focus on analyzing players’ behavior throughout the
game while they play, by taking into account game metrics to obtain and
characterize play style of the player [89–91]. Within these studies, some con-
structed the play style in the context of game exploiting feature selection and
segmentation. For instance, one typified work has been introduced by Drachen
et al. [92]. In this work a clustering approach is used to characterize players’
play style taking into account game metrics such as number of death, time
completion, etc.

Another example of a large-scale empirical experiment on modeling play
styles that we can refer has been conducted by Thurau et al. in [93]. In this
study, an unsupervised learning algorithm via Emergent Self-Organizing Maps
(ESOMs) is applied to construct play style for the popular game entitle Tomb
Rider: Under-world (TRU). Segmenting the whole game period into multiple
time-intervals (windows) is another strategy, which was employed by Bifet et
al. in [94] and also Martin et al. in [95], such that the player’s behavior
is captured in each time-interval to characterize the play style and used to
predict the style for the next time-window.

Given the studies that focus on player type in digital game context, the
importance of gamelay in digital game also expanded to other context like
gamification. Unlike, player type in gamification is barely the same as the
well-known player type in digital game (e.g., Massively multiplayer online
role-playing games (MMORPGs)) introduced by Bartle [83, 96].

Turning the player type from digital game to gamification requires a com-
plete re-design and potential research and empirical studies.

To this end, Marczewski [97] used Bartle original players’ type and his
advice to shape and design its two main category of Intrinsically motivated
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and Extrinsically motivated players. These two main models yield eight sub-
categories in gamification. Intrinsic covers players’ types such as Philan-
thropists, Achiever, Socializers and Free Spirit. Conversely, the Extrinsic type
ramifies in Self Seeker, Consumers, Networkers and Exploiters2.

Although there are research studies on player modeling that introduced
and validated the various player’s types in the context of gamification, most
of them are limited to a particular application domain. This is the case of
Hexad framework [98], BrainHex model [99], among others [100].

Under the umbrella of the above models in game and gamification, Ferro et
al. [101] discussed and theoretically analyzed the relationship between player’s
type, personality and traits in game and gamification domain. They proposed
a typology of player’s type that can contribute to better inform the design of
gamified system toward engaging the people in the game. Similarly, Monterrat
et al. [102] proposed a model to customize gamification features (such as point,
rewards, score boards, etc.) on the basis of player type “BrainHex player
type”. In this study, they propose an association Matrix that is constructed
based on a linear relation between player’s type and game features provided
in the learning environment. The proposed association matrix can be shaped
by expert judgment or empirical data. They showed that expert-based matrix
(researcher asked to fill the matrix of weights in order to map BrainHex models
to the features of the game) performs better against empirical data (which
needs more data to be trained and learned).

Apart from the studies in modeling players’ behavior in gamification that
are mostly application-based, we have not seen a potential attention in inves-
tigating and discussing how the play styles can be automatically and dynam-
ically identified over time. In Chapter 3.4, we discuss on the player modeling
–in particular– detail how to automatically construct the player’s play style.
We propose an Automatic Score-based System that is able to dynamically
construct players’ play styles in a supervised way and we applied it in a gam-
ified system. The system is Rule Based and contains the characteristic of the
players’ play style inspired from [83,96,103,104].

To our knowledge, the combination of computational generation of playable
content and recommender systems in gamified applications, as a strategy to
increase engagement and ensure retainment of players is novel. Thus, in this
study we bridge the gap of constructing a systematic generation of game con-
tent (particularly Challenge), between Generation and Assignment game con-
tent to players by exploiting PCG and RS in Gamification context.

2 http://yukaichou.com/gamification-study/user-types-gamified-
systems/

http://yukaichou.com/gamification-study/user-types-gamified-systems/
http://yukaichou.com/gamification-study/user-types-gamified-systems/
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2.4 Summary

Our review of the relevant state of the art shows that the strategies we
surveyed including procedural content generation, recommender systems, ma-
chine learning and player modeling, have gone a long way in the field of digital
game and Gamification. For example, we have seen the widespread use of pro-
cedural content generation (PCG) and machine learning in digital games to
formulate the generation of game content and model the players’ preferences,
skills, etc. with the aim of boosting players’ motivation in the game. In
contrast, PCG has been rarely exploited in gamification.

We have also seen that researchers utilized the power of recommender
systems in digital games and gamification context, e.g., to recommend new
game products or content, in order for the players to be more immersed in
playing the game.

Moreover, we have seen the investigations in player modeling in these two
contexts, mostly to show that players are distinct in playing the game and
the ways to analyze and extract them. The reported studies have given us a
valuable insight into recent and on-going investigations that attempted to ad-
dress the problem of enhancing players’ engagement for a longer term (mostly
in digital games) by exploiting various strategies and techniques.

By taking into account the investigations, we come up with a novel idea
of integrating all these strategies to bridge the highlighted gap including Scal-
ing and Personalization for a large number of participant in the context of
gamification. The solution presented in this doctoral dissertation utilized the
powerful strategies and techniques including Procedural Content Generation,
Recommender System, Machine Learning and Player Modeling.

We proposed the system “Automatic Procedural Content Generation and
Recommendation”, with the aim of achieving the two main objectives: i) Au-
tomating the generation of game content, and ii) Personalizing the game con-
tent for each individual player, in order to overcome the problem of static
content generation and one-size-fits-all strategy in a large scale gamified sys-
tem, respectively. This helps to boost the players’ healthy behavioral change
in gamification.

To conclude this Chapter, Table 2.1 represents and summarizes the main
existing approaches in the state of the art for procedural generation of con-
tent and recommender systems, which are close to our research direction. In
particular, we have divided the literature into 4 sections as follows. First, we
introduced the studies on Procedural Content Generation (PCG) and the use
of Machine Learning in PCG. Secondly, we reviewed the well-known classifi-
cation of Recommender systems and their derivatives such as Content-based
systems, Collaborative Filtering system, Hybrid systems and Context-aware
recommender systems. Thereafter, we reported the investigations that used
recommender systems in PCG in the electronic games and recommender sys-
tems, which are applied in the domain of gamification. Finally, the concept
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of player modeling and its’ categories are reported in game and gamification
context. Then, we highlighted a number of valuable studies that exploited
player modeling concept in game and gamification for the game adaptation.

In the next Chapter, we introduce the gamification platform, its’ char-
acteristics, and objectives. Furthermore, we indicate the integration of the
proposed framework in the platform, to implement and validate the effective-
ness of the designed approach in Trento Play&Go gamification project.
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Table 2.1: The Summary of the Related Works

Approach Domain Scholars Application

PCG
&
Machine Learning

Game and Gamification

Mark et al. [33], Ricardo et al. [32], Karpinskyj et al. [37]
Zook et al. [38,39], Charles et al. [48], Sauvik et al. [49]
Jenova et al. [105], Ben et al. [42], Togelius et al. [46,50],
Lora et al. [47], David et al. [35] and Edirlei et al. [36],
Biptiste et al. [51], Ferro et al. in [101], Di Lena et al. in [31].

Generating game content in electronic games,
personalizing the game based on players experience
and motivating them to keep engaged in the game.
Using generic adaptation in web learning, analyzing
relationship between player’s type, customization in
eco-driving.

Recommender Systems

Content-Based Systems Balabanovic et al. [53], Duan et al. [55], Schafer et al. [56],
Nguyen et al. [57]. In healthcare, e-commerce, education, movie, etc.

Collaborative Systems Balabanovic et al. [53], Adomavicius et al. [58],
Sarwar et al. [59] , Burke et al. [60].

Using different CF techniques such as Hamming
and Euclidean, Pearson , etc. to recommend various
items.

Hybrid Systems Burke et al. [65], Claypo et al. [63], Smyth et al. [106],
Basu et al. [61], Gemiss et al. [62] and Lampropoulos et al. [64].

Researchers used various combination of the
two techniques to enhance the performance of their
RS to meet users requests.

Context-aware Systems K. Dey [66], Chihiro et al. [67], Mar et al. [68], Simen et al. [69],
Palmisano et al. [70], Gediminas [71], Bobadilla [72].

Analyzing the context, tourist and movie
recommendation, CARS for concert application,
introduced a hierarchy of contextual information
with multi-dimensions, defining a rating function
to consider user, item and time, taxonomy or RS.

Recommender System
in

Game and Gamification
Electronic Games Sifa et al. in [73],Skocir et al. [74], Rafell et al. [75],

Harrison et al. [76], Silvia et al. [79].

Archetypal Analysis for RSs, multi agent RS, integr-
ating RS and PCG, using collaborating systems in
Word of Warcraft, home energy conservation

Player Modeling Game & Gamification
Bartle et al. [83], Nick Yee [84], Hendrik et al. [81], Riedl and
Smith in [80,82], Josep and Paras in [107,108], Van et al. [87],
Skocir [88].

Introducing different types of player types,
applying in electronic games, motivating player
for a long term in EG, player modeling in e-learning
domain, investigating on player’s play style pattern,
using player model for recommending new game.
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Chapter 3

Design and Integration

This Chapter is comprised of four main sections, in which we present
the gamification platform, design and integration of the proposed multi-layer
framework that automates the generation and personalization of the playable
units called Challenges.

The first section of the Chapter provides a notion of a Gamified System in
a smart society, in which Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
are used to improve the quality of life of their citizens. we provide an overview
of the Gamification Platform by pointing its components and the objectives
that we plan to achieve in any gamified system. Within the platform, we
present the design of our proposed framework (Section 3.1.1) and its main
modules that has been developed to generate the personalized game content
within the Trento Play&Go gamification programme.

Second section presents the Challenge Model that is the concatenation
of multiple elements such as goal/task, constraint, difficulty, reward. Then
we describe the design of the proposed Automatic Procedural Content Gen-
eration and Recommendation (APCGR). Basically, the aim of the designed
PCG framework is to dynamically tailor game content (particularly Chal-
lenges) with respect to the players’ skills, game status, preferences, objective
of the designer, etc. during the game. These elements could be parameterized
through the Challenge Generator, Challenge Valuator and Filtering & Sorting
modules which we describe in the following.

In Section 3.3, we illustrate the design and integration of the Machine
Learning (ML) module. The proposed ML module concerns the optimization
of the challenge selection process in order to increase the success rate of the
recommended challenges by the players.
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Finally, in Section 3.4, we describe the design and integration of an auto-
matic player modeling module. The proposed play style recognition approach
can support the framework to adapt the game to each individual player by
dynamically extracting player’s behavior throughout the game. We designed
a Utility Function that enables the module to extract players behavior in a
supervised fashion.

3.1 Gamification Platform in Smart City

This Section provides the key characteristics of the Gamification Platform
for Smart Cities [109] that has been extended with APCGR technique devel-
oped within this research dissertation. The platform has been designed and
developed having in mind the following principles:

• Open-ended integration of existing IT systems and services in a Smart
City, whose interactions with citizens must become part of the game as
player actions;

• Support for dynamic city policies and objectives, as well as a set of
extensible game design elements;

• Sustain healthy behavioral change through long-running games that can
keep players engaged in the system.

The architecture of the Gamification Platform supports the entire game
life-cycle such as design, deployment, execution and analysis of games, which
is organized in three layers as follows: Gamification Enablers, Gamification
Services, and Gamification Front-end (see Figure 3.1 for an overview). In the
following sub-sections, we describe each layer functionalities.

3.1.1 Gamification Enablers

The Gamification Enablers layer embeds for the basic functionality related
to the design, deployment (Game Definition), execution of games (Gamifica-
tion Engine), and its integration with Smart Cities IT systems (Wrapping).

This layer is also equipped with the Challenge Generator component, that
is responsible for the automatic generation of challenges in the gamified sys-
tem.

The design of the APCGR framework and its integration within the Gam-
ification Platform is depicted in Figure 3.1, in which the proposed framework
is designed between Game definition module that injects game model (spe-
cially challenge model) to framework, and Gamification engine that executes
the whole game procedures and their functionalities.
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Overview of The Designed APCGR Framework

The framework is constructed by three main modules: Challenge Gener-
ator, Challenge Valuator and Filtering & Sorting, and later we built up the
propose framework by integrating a Machine Learning and a Player Modeling
modules. We overview the actions and procedures implemented by these five
modules and provide the details later on in the following Sections.

Challenge Generator: This module constructs a set of challenges, by
enumerating all parameter combinations of each challenge model that the
game designer intends to introduce in the game. That results in a large num-
ber of partially–filled instantiations of the challenge model detailed in Chap-
ter 3.2. In the next Chapter, we define the Challenge Model and describe
all its’ parameters, then detail how and in which stage of the customization
process they will be filled up.

Challenge Valuator: This module partially customizes the challenge’s
parameters that play a crucial role in following the concept of "Flow" in
Gamification. This module is broken down into two sub-modules: Difficulty
Estimator and Reward Calculator. The former is to estimate the difficulty
level of each candidate challenge produced by the Challenge Generator for
a given player using the distribution of all players’ activities, and the latter
sub-module is responsible to compute a commensurate reward for the specific
challenge.

Filtering & Sorting : This module implements a multi-criteria recom-
mendation algorithm that aims to find a sweet spot between players’ prefer-
ences (considering players’ objectives, game status, etc.), and the objectives of
the entity promoting the gamification campaign (in our case, a Smart City’s
interest could be incentivizing citizens to embrace and retain behaviors, which
are in line with the objectives set by the administration). Finally, the module,
considering the above criteria is able to pick up the k-top challenges in order
for players to recommend. K is a parameter that can be defined by the game
designer. For example, in our case study we set k=2 and assigned 2 challenges
for each game week.

Machine Learning : This module utilizes ML techniques using the
player’s performance to assess what challenges are most likely to be accepted
and successfully completed by a player. The great advantages of machine
learning have been proved in electronic game context to capture the hidden
information, and continuously assess and predict the future outputs (e.g., gen-
erating new game content, adjusting new game level or recommending a new
product) that fit to the players’ preferences or game styles [32, 88, 110]. In
Chapter 3.3 we discuss how we integrated and activated the ML module into
the APCGR system. The proposed framework is implemented in Urban Mo-
bility System, but it can be used in other domains such as Education, etc.

Player Modeling: In order to advance the personalization in gamifi-
cation this module is constructed to extract the play style of the player in
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gamification. This module enables the system to automatically extract and
capture the pattern that players play in the game (e.g., how precise , how
fast/slow they play in the game). Consequently, the results can be used to
tailor the game content toward their play styles aimed to maximize the players’
engagement in the game.

Being the focus of this dissertation, a detailed description of these modules
can be found in Chapter 3.2.

3.1.2 Gamification Services

The Gamification Services layer exposes the functionalities realized by the
enablers as services, which can be exploited to build new gamification compo-
nents and applications. For instance, services supporting the definition and
deployment of games, services for accessing information about game and player
state, services supporting the configuration of players’ notifications, to name
just a few.

3.1.3 Gamification Front-end

The Gamification Front-end layer contains end-user applications for the
different stakeholders: it provides applications supporting the definition and
deployment of games (for game experts), the presentation of game state (for
game players), and the analysis of game results and impact vis-a-vis to the
city objectives (for officials and decision makers).

The developed platform has been released in GitHub under the Apache
License Version 2.0 1 and is available as a stand-alone application as well
as a software-as-a-service. This Gamification Platform has been deployed
and experimented in a variety of Smart Cities games around Europe. The
Gamification Platform is generic and we are exploring its application to various
Smart City domains, including energy efficiency, participatory e-government,
educational game and possibly health care. The main application domain
that has been deployed so far hinges on the above platform is Urban Mobility
system, in which we developed an App called Viaggia Trento Play&Go that
players can install, register and interact with the game using their personal
hand-held Android and Ios devices.

The detailed description of the implementation and evaluation of Trento
Play&Go is provided in Chapter 4, which is followed by the assessment of the
proposed framework. The two Gamification Platform and proposed APCGR
(in sub-section 3.1.1) briefly described above demonstrate a generalized view
of a gamified system that could be implemented to various aspects of a Smart
City. Thus, in the following Sections, we fully describe the design of Automatic

1See https : / / github . com / smartcommunitylab / smartcampus .
gamification

https://github.com/smartcommunitylab/smartcampus.gamification
https://github.com/smartcommunitylab/smartcampus.gamification
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Figure 3.1: The Layout of the Smart City Gamification Platform and the
Proposed Automatic Procedural Content Generation and Recommendation.
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Procedural Content Generation and its extension by integrating the Machine
Learning and Play Style recognition modules.

3.2 Proposed APCGR Framework

3.2.1 Challenge Model Definition

Challenges are units of a playable content consisting of a demanding goal
or task that a player should achieve –under temporal or other constraints–
in exchange to an in-game prize or reward. We define the playable unit as a
tuple: < P ;G;C;D;R;W >, where

• P refers to the individual player to whom the challenge is assigned. P
has a profile, which may contain her preferences, either explicitly or
implicitly derived. Explicit preference points at specific means/ or a
set of means that the particular player expressed during the registration
process at the beginning of the game, while Implicit preferences declare
the actual player’s behaviors which are captured and analyzed by the
ML module. This type of preferences could be reflected to: use a specific
means or set of means, kinds of challenges that she succeeded or failed
during the game, etc.

• G defines the goal, that is a task or a performance target, which should
be fulfilled to complete the challenge. For example, in our sustainable
mobility game, G consists of two sub-elements that need to be filled up
as follows:

1. MI which indicates the mobility indicator,
2. T that contains a value either for the amount of improvement

(IMP), or the numbers of trips related to the type of the challenge.

For instance, a goal can be expressed as "take at least 6 public transport
trips", or “increase your walking activity by 20% ”.

• C is a constraint for reaching the goal; a typical example is a temporal
deadline. For example, player P must achieve goal G within one week.
Here, One Week is a duration that the particular player has, in order to
finish the given challenge.

• D represents the difficulty of the challenge for player P, considering
goal G and constraint C. For the difficulty, we have been using a 4-level
scale: {Easy, Medium, Hard, Very Hard}. Notice that the difficulty level
for the same challenge, that is, with same goal and constraint, may be
different for – and tailored to – different players. How to design these
difficulty levels is detailed in the “Difficulty Estimator ” sub-module, in
the next Section.
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• R is the reward (a.k.a. prize) awarded for completing the challenge. We
define rewards in terms of GDEs that are part of the game. For example,
a prize can be a bonus or booster for points accumulation, a badge in
a collection of achievements. Rewards should be commensurate to the
difficulty of the challenge that can also stimulate the players to accept
and handle the challenge. To calculate and assign the right point to the
particular challenge we use a type of linear function which is described
in Reward Calculator sub-module.

• W is a numeric weight that captures how important the challenge goal
G – and the behavior it means to foster – are, according to the entity
promoting the gamification campaign. For instance, in a sustainable mo-
bility game, a Smart City administration may assign during its “public
transportation promotion week” highest weights to challenges that aim
to increase usage of buses, and trains. For example, the numeric weight
for the different transportation means can range from 1 to 5, in which
the higher the value, the more important the transportation mean, in
that specific game week.
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Figure 3.2: The Conceptual View of The Proposed PCG Framework.

In the following we list some examples of the challenges that our proposed
framework, which is depicted in Figure 3.2, can recommend to users/players:

Example 1: "Increase 〈Walking〉 〈Kms〉 by at least 〈10%〉 during〈next
week〉 and receive 〈100〉 〈Green Points〉".
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Example 2: "Increase 〈Public Transport〉 〈legs〉 by at least 〈30%〉 during
〈next month〉 and receive a 〈177〉 Green Points per 〈leg〉".

Example 3: "Do at least 〈1〉 〈bike sharing〉 〈trip〉 〈next week〉 and receive
〈150〉 〈Green Points〉".

Example 4: "Improve 〈Bike〉 〈Kms〉 by at least 〈20%〉 during 〈next
week〉 and receive a 〈139〉 Green Points".

The challenge model is filled up at different stages by passing through the
modules, as depicted in red font in Figure 3.2. Borrowing from the taxonomy
in [50], our procedural generation and recommendation approach described
in the remainder of this Chapter can be characterized as an on-line – as it
takes into account the current player state – constructive – as the generated
instances are built all at once for every round of challenge administration and
are all valid by design – and parameterized – as the generative process works
by choosing appropriate values in a parameter space – case of PCG applied to
gamification, which results in the injection of personalized and contextualized
units of playable content.

Let us now describe this process, and the three modules of “Challenge Gen-
erator”, “Challenge Valuator” and “Filtering & Sorting”, which are responsible
for it.

3.2.2 Challenge Generator

This module is responsible for generating a set of candidate challenge in-
stances, that are then stored in the Challenge repository, by instantiating
the player (P), goal (G), constraint (C ) and Weight (W ) parameters of the
challenge model.

In our sustainable mobility game, G consists of two sub-elements: the
mobility indicator MI and the target T, that specifies the target value to be
reached to win the challenge. As mobility indicators we considered both Km
and trips to be done by different transport modes (i.e., walk, bike, bus, train,
bike sharing, park and ride) or combination of modes (i.e., public transport,
impact zero, no car trips). In the game we also set the constraint C to "one
week" for all generated challenge instances.

For example, a challenge instance with values, P=Alice, MI=Bus_Trips,
T=8, and C=1 week, asks player Alice to take at least 8 trips by bus in the
next week.

In order to instantiate challenges the module takes into account players’
history (particularly, previous week) and follows the below approach for pa-
rameterizing G:

• For each player P and each mobility indicator MI, if P has done any
activity for MI during previous week, the algorithm fills T considering a
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set of target percentage improvements (i.e., 10%, 20%, 30%, .., 100% as
defined in Table 3.1). For instance, if Alice has done 10 Walk_Km in the
second week of the game, the module takes this number of KM traveled
as the baseline to instantiate the target values for candidate Walk_Km
challenges in the third week. In this example, it will generate ten
challenge instances: “Do at least T∈ {11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20}
MI=Walk_Km during C=next week”.

• If the player was not active for a specific mobility indicator
MI=Bike_Trips during the previous game week, the algorithm sets T
to 1, requiring the player to do at least one trip. E.g., “Do at least T=1
MI=Bike_Trips during C=next week”.

More candidate challenges are similarly derived for all players and mobility
indicators, and they are all stored in our Challenge Repository.

This challenge generation process is time-bound and is repeated weekly.
Although for our mobility game we set constraint C to one week, the proposed
approach is generic and can support for different constraints on challenge du-
ration. For example, this element can be set daily, or even the module can
be programmed to generate new personalized challenges, when the particular
player can overcome the given challenges earlier than the appointed constraint.
This fulfill the requirements of the players who are interested to play quickly
and gain more points to win the game as fast as possible. Practically, these
players are distinguished as Achiever/Goal Seeker players type under the um-
brella of Player Modeling concept in digital game community, which we discuss
in Section 3.4.

3.2.3 Challenge Valuator

The purpose of this module is twofold: estimate the difficulty of each can-
didate challenge produced by the Challenge Generator for a given player, and
then compute a commensurate reward. Therefore, the module is responsible
to fill the D and R parameters of our challenge model which are highlighted
with red font in Figure 3.2. Accordingly, it consists of two main sub-modules:
Difficulty Estimator and Reward Calculator.

Many studies in the context of game and gamification discussed the impor-
tance of relationship between players’ engagement and the challenge specifica-
tion (e.g., level of difficulty, reward) [111–114]. Indeed, accurately estimating
the difficulty of a challenge with respect to the player’s game status, game
skill and progress is significant for two reasons. Firstly, it is a pre-requisite
for the system to assign a fair reward for the effort required to complete that
challenge; Secondly, it contributes to keep the player interested in the game
by striking a balance between the satisfaction for accomplishing goals and the
stimulation of being challenged –concept of flow [42, 115]. Hence, to find out
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the difficulty balance of a challenge for each personal player we have followed
the below steps.

Estimation of Difficulty

Since we have a dynamic game competition where participants have dif-
ferent personalities, skills and preferences such that these features (skill, per-
sonalities, etc.) may be affected either positively or negatively, by the internal
or external context (e.g., motivated positively by other players’ activities, or
external reasons for negatively like weather, or some physical issues on player),
we need to have a different level of difficulty that can be matched with player’s
skill, progress, etc., and changed in different stage of the game.

Hence, we have utilized an Unsupervised Clustering algorithm to differen-
tiate the amount of players’ activities in each particular mode. We considered
the output of the clustering as the number of difficulty levels. Thus, we imple-
mented the Expectation-maximization (EM ) algorithm [116] considering only
one feature to find out the maximum likelihood among the players’ activities
in each specific transportation mode. For example, for mode walk we took
into account the amount of kilometers that each player has recorded during a
game week; for mode bus, we considered the number of bus trips that she (as
a player) has done in the previous week; and similarly for mode zeroImpact,
we heeded the number of trips (in the last week) which were recorded in her
profile. Thus, by conducting the EM algorithm on the recorded data for each
transportation mode, we have identified Four different clusters that express
the different level of players’ activities. However, for some modes we have
extracted a different number of clusters (e.g., 2, 6), this might have happened
due to the noisy data (e.g., extreme values).

In our work we have normalized the levels of difficulty into Four categories
and labeled them Easy, Medium, Hard and Very Hard.

Once we obtain the number of difficulty levels, by given a challenge goal
and a candidate player, our Difficulty Estimator module assigns a difficulty
label among [Easy, Medium, Hard, Very Hard] by taking into account the
distribution of all players’ past performances related to that goal.

For example, if the goal of a challenge requires player P=Alice to walk X
Km. during the next week of the game, the relevant distribution is that of
weekly walked Km among all players2. We divide that distribution in 10 equal
intervals, that is, deciles, and 4 “Zones”, as follows (see Figure 3.3):

2This may configure, at the very beginning of the game, a sort of cold start problem; to
bypass that, one can have an initial phase of the game without injection of challenges, in
which sufficient game data is collected; alternatively, one can leverage data from previous
instantiations of the same game, or any other suitable statistics, to establish an initial
baseline distribution.
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• Zone 1: the first zone contains the first four deciles or 40% of the data.
This zone has more players inside w.r.t the other decile, and the players
in this zone have done less activities compared to other deciles.

• Zone 2: the second zone contains the following three deciles, or 30% of
the data.

• Zone 3: the third zone covers two deciles, or 20% of the data.

• Zone 4: the forth zone, which is the last zone, includes the last 10% of
the data.

We then evaluate the position in the distribution of the past performance
of the candidate player vs. the performance required by the challenge goal,
according to the following rules:

• Easy: difficulty is set to Easy, if completing the challenge does not move
the player’s performance from the current zone to the next one. Hence,
to define the difficulty of the goal the movement of the performance
from the current zone (that could be the first zone, second zone, etc.) is
considered,

• Medium: difficulty is set to Medium, if completing the challenge moves
the player’s performance from the current zone to the next one. For
example, in Figure 3.3, a movement from zone 2 to zone 3 is considered
as a Medium Challenge,

• Hard: difficulty is set to Hard, if completing the challenge moves the
player’s performance two zones higher. An example is shown in Figure
3.3 such that a movement form zone 1 to zone 3 is labeled as a Hard
challenge,

• Very Hard: difficulty is set to Very Hard, if completing the challenge
moves the player’s performance three zones higher; A Very Hard move-
ment is illustrated form zone 1 to zone 4 in Figure 3.3,

• If the challenge goal would move the player’s performance beyond the
tenth decile, we consider the range (V) of distribution values in the tenth
decile to build a dynamic threshold to set the challenge difficulty. The
next zone is set at the maximum of the distribution plus 1*V (repre-
senting, in a sense the eleventh decile). The previous rules apply then
to this extended range. For example, if the current player performance
is already in the highest zone, and the goal would move at about 2*V
beyond the maximum value in the observed distribution, the challenge
is considered Hard.
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Figure 3.3: Difficulty Assignment Method.

For instance, looking at Alice’s history in the second week of the game
(Walk_Km=10) and considering the distribution of all players activities
in that mode, Alice’s performance is located in Zone 2 (see Figure 3.3).
Hence, the module assigns difficulty D=Easy for the challenge instances with
T∈ {11, 12, 13}, since these improvements do not move Alice’s current position
to the next Zones. While the other challenges, T∈ {14, 15} and T∈ {20}, move
Alice current position of one and two next Zones respectively, thus D=Medium
and D=Hard will be assigned for these challenge instances.

Computation of Rewards

Challenge rewards are construed as "in–game" rewards: winning a chal-
lenge gets rewarded with some GDE, such as a badge for an achievement, a
point bonus, etc., which has the potential to improve the player’s status in
the game. In this current implementation, the Reward Calculator sub-module
works with point bonuses as the chosen form of challenge prizes.

The value of the assigned reward/prize “R” depends on the estimated dif-
ficulty level (dif), and the amount of behavioral improvement (imp) required
by a given challenge, according to the function below:

R = f(dif, imp) (3.1)

This is a type of linear function called “Plane Flat”3 that is used to construct
the table of rewards (see Table 3.1). The plane is a flat surface that exists
in three dimensions and can move in each direction shown in Figure 3.4. For
example, as is described in Section 3.2.3, we defined 4 level of difficulties that
reflect in 4 points in one direction of the plane (Easy, Medium, Hard and
Very Hard –highlighted by red in the Plane). Similarly, for the Improvement,
10 points are located in the other direction of the plane, since we defined 10
different percentage of improvements. It is noticeable, that these points can
be selected and parameterized, by any numbers in any direction of the plane
so that we can reach up to infinity planes. Hence, this is just a case that we
implemented in our project.

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(geometry)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(geometry)
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Figure 3.4: The Visualization of 2 Dimensional Plane Function.
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Figure 3.5: The Visualization of Run and Rise.

Thus, to calculate the rewards in all the rows in the table, three points
need to be specified (they are explained, with an example in the next para-
graph). Then, we need to calculate two other elements called Run and Rise4.
Run refers to the particular moving “Slope” within a horizontal line (x-axis)
segment from a point A to a point B (in our case is the improvement and indi-
cated with m in Equation 3.2). While, Rise points to the changes in a vertical
direction (y-axis), e.g., from point B to a point C as indicated in Figure 3.5.
In our case, it is the level of difficulty that specified by n in Equation 3.2.

4 https://www.math10.com/en/geometry/line-slope/line-slope.html

https://www.math10.com/en/geometry/line-slope/line-slope.html
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Hence, taking into account Function 3.1, f has constant slopes in both the
x = imp direction and the y = dif direction (see Table 3.1), so that we fill
the table by the following equation:

R = m(imp) + n(dif)

m = (impmax − impmin)/(N − 1)

n = (difmax − difmin)/(M − 1)

(3.2)

where m is the slope along the (imp) dimension, when dif is constant
“Run”, and n indicates the slope along the (dif) dimension, when imp is con-
stant “Rise”; N and M are the numbers of different improvement brackets
(e.g., 10%, 20% , etc.) and the number of difficulty levels, respectively. Hence,
M−1 and N−1 specify the maximum number of movements in improvement
(10-1=9) and in level of difficulty (4-1=3) in the plane, respectively.

The formula above can produce a table of prizes for all improvement /
difficulty combinations for a given challenge (see Table 3.1 for an example); it
simply requires the game designer to provide a range with minimum (e.g., in
our case 100 as it shown in Table 3.1) and maximum (e.g., 250 in our case)
prize, plus one additional point value (e.g., the value for the top / right corner
in the table) in order to set the m and n slopes as desired (the three points
mentioned above). By associating those values to each mobility indicator, the
designer can modulate the relative importance assigned to behavioral improve-
ment (a general characteristic) vs. difficulty (a personalized characteristic).

Table 3.1: Prize Table For a Challenge With a Prize Range of 100-250 Points.
aaaaaa
Dif Imp 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Easy 100 106 111 119 125 130 135 140 145 150
Medium 133 139 144 150 156 161 165 170 175 183
Hard 166 172 177 180 186 192 197 203 210 217

VeryHard 197 205 211 219 225 230 235 240 245 250

IMP: Improvement.
Dif: Difficulty.

As an example, we recall the challenge instances generated for Alice related
to MI=Walk_Km. The module calculates the rewards R by taking into ac-
count the difficulty and the percentage improvement and assigns the following
rewards: R = {100, 106, 111} for 10%, 20%, 30% improvements (labeled as
Easy), R = {150, 156} for 40% and 50% improvements (Medium challenges)
and R = 217 for 100% improvement (Hard challenge).
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3.2.4 Filtering and Sorting

Filtering & Sorting is the final stage, which takes generated challenges that
have been valuated for each individual player in terms of difficulty and reward,
and recommends a subset of them.

This module tries to find a sweet spot between the player’s own interest, and
the interest of the entity promoting the gamification campaign (in our case, a
Smart City). The player’s interest is to take game actions that maximize her
chances to elevate her status in the game; the city’s interest is to incentivize
as much as possible its citizens to embrace and retain behaviors that are in
line with the policies (objectives) set by the administration.

We construe the player’s interest by considering objectives for the player,
which are typically tied to some GDE included in the game. For example, in
a point-based game a game objective can be to climb at least one position in
the leaderboard for a certain type of point; another objective can be earning
enough points to reach a new level; in a game based on achievements, an
objective could be instead earning a new badge, to come closer to complete a
certain badge collection, or unlock some other new game element. In general,
at any point during a game, a player may be interested to reach one or more
such objectives. If we consider the distance between those objectives and the
current state of the player, as depicted in Figure 3.6, a good challenge for the
player is one which offers a reward that enables that player to reach (or at
least come as close as possible) one of her current game objectives. Among any
such challenges, the ones that are less difficult to win are preferable from the
player’s point of view, however some players do not always prefer less difficulty.
For instance, some players would like to deal with the difficult obstacles that
sourced from their intrinsic motivation [117,118], rather than gaining rewards
(with less effort) to compete with the other players in the game.

In Chapter 3.3, we have detailed how the framework can obtain the actual
players’ preferences w.r.t the challenge difficulty, and tune these settings for
the personal player.

Figure 3.6: Game Objectives vs. Player State.
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In this stage of the Chapter, we discuss the two important perspectives of
the Player and the Smart City that the module takes into account to filter
and sort the valuated challenges in her challenge pool:

• From the player’s perspective: our recommender system tends to adopt
an opportunistic stance, and aims at providing immediate value and a
measure of satisfaction, in return for the player’s effort to complete the
proposed challenges. Moreover, the recommendations produced in this
way are situational: a challenge that is preferable at a given juncture in
the game, may become less valuable for the same player at some other
time.

• From the Smart City point of view: the preferable challenges are those
most in line with the goals currently being promoted, and among those,
the ones that incentivize the most significant behavior improvement for
the player to whom they are assigned.

The above two perspectives reveal a potential contradiction between two
preferences. On the one hand, most players will wish to gain more points with
less effort. On the other hand, the Smart city will try to motivate (engage) the
players towards higher behavioral improvement for the least possible prize. To
tackle this problem and identify the best candidate challenges that can find
the sweet spot between these two perspectives: the recommender system uses
the concept of Weighted Improvement (WI), that is, the product between the
weight property W of the challenge and the amount of improvement mandated
by its Goal. Weight W is a static value between [1-5] and is assigned to each
mobility indicator on the basis of the theme of the week by the game designer.
For instance a challenge which requires a 20% improvement, and has a weight
W=5 has a WI=100, and is preferable to another challenge which requires
a 30% improvement but has W=3 (WI=90 ). It may happen in a public
transportation theme week, e.g., the importance of mode Bus has set more
than mode Bike (for example W=5 vs. W=3), however completing a challenge
with Bike mode seems difficult than a challenge with Bus mode. For example,
improve your bike trips/KM. by 20% vs. increase your Bus trips by 20%.

At the end of the process described above, the recommender system pro-
poses to each player the K top personalized and ranked challenges from her
challenge pool, where K is a parameter that can be adjusted by the game de-
signer. In Chapter 4, we describe the application of the proposed framework
in a gamified urban mobility experiment (Trento Play &Go) aimed to evalu-
ate the effectiveness and efficiency of the personalized game content (particu-
larly challenges) in changing the behavior of players towards more sustainable
transport means.

The further component of our system is the Machine Learning module.
We designed and integrated the module into the proposed APCGR aim to
enhance the performance of the challenge recommendation process in Filtering
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& Sorting module. Hence, we have described this module in Section 3.3, where
the module leverages machine learning techniques over the personal player
history and performance on past challenge to further personalize and tune the
selection, filtering and sorting of challenges to be administered in the future.

3.3 Machine Learning Integration for Personal-
ized Challenges

Section 3.2 described a system and framework that was designed to auto-
mate the generation of game content in gamification. The proposed APCGR
framework generates personalized game content –particularly challenges in
this study– and acts as a recommender system to assign the personalized
challenges to each individual player. Since the Challenge Model inspired from
concatenation of several components (introduced in Section 3.2.1), this per-
sonalization was not only applied on one single game content. Indeed, it insuf-
ficiently covers multiple game content in the gamified system. For example,
game difficulty balancing or dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) [119, 120]
was implemented by introducing diverse level of difficulty for each individual
player w.r.t her ability and activity in the game. It is also reflected in the
prize by tuning the reward that commensurates with the goal/task (that is
generated and assigned, towards the player’s ability) and the difficulty level.

Having said that, this personalization was deployed only based on the
previous week of players’ activity and participation in the game. In addition,
the framework did not consider players’ feedback (with respect to the given
challenges) to generate and tailor the challenges. Player’s feedback refers to
the action that she behaved in the corresponding week of the game to overcome
the recommended challenges. This brings forward the need to develop a module
that is able to fill this gap to further personalize the unit of playable content in
gamification. In fact, advancement in tailoring game content w.r.t the players’
characteristics and personalities [83, 121] (e.g., players’ play style including
explorer, goal seeker), also help to boost player’s engagement and motivation
in improving her behavior in the game.

Machine Learning (ML) with its ability to discern patterns from players’
data (activity) in order to predict future output, is a subset of AI that exploits
statistical techniques to reach the above intent (advancing personalization
in gamification). Indeed, ML became an essential and inevitable pillar in a
wide range of research domains including e.g., pattern recognition [122], data
mining [123], expert systems [124], entertainment and game industry [37].
These potential have been also proved in the domain of electronic games to
extract hidden information, continuously assess and predict the future output
(e.g., recommending a new product like a new action game similar to the ones
that the player liked before, generating new game content, adjusting new game
level) with respect to the players’ personalities or play styles [32, 88,110].
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In the context of gamification, Machine Learning (ML) can be applied in
several aspects of the game to predict the forthcoming action from players
who are involved in the gamified system. For instance, learning techniques
could be used to identify a pattern from player’s behavior (e.g., how fast and
slow they played the game, how much they are precise to proceed the game)
in dealing with the game to be used in game adaptation, where game content
could be tailored w.r.t her pattern. It can also be used to model the players’
abilities and skills in order to handle various obstacles, challenges, etc.

To this end, as the preliminary work, we have extended our APCGR frame-
work by equipping it with a Machine Learning (ML) module aimed at optimiz-
ing the challenge selection process in Filtering & Sorting module. In general,
the module takes and uses player’s history (in the game) as a model to properly
assign the generated challenges that can suit her preferences under the direc-
tion of the gamified system. In other words, the system takes into account the
challenge components to learn her feedbacks w.r.t the given challenges in order
to enhance Filtering & Sorting module’s performance to obtain a set of values
(for each challenge components) that can help to boost players’ motivation.

Therefore, given the history of a player (P ) that is a list of challenges
Pi = {ch1, ..., chn}, where each challenge contains multiple features Chj =
{f1, f2, ..., fm}, indicating the players’ behavior/ability and habits w.r.t the
given challenge, the challenge recommendation system aims at personalizing
and suggesting the challenge(s) with highest probability of success among the
wide variety of challenges that could be instanced by the module.

3.3.1 Feature Selection and Modeling

Feature selection is the set of operations that extract a subset of attributes
from the data-set and exploit it in modeling the specific action, behavior, etc.
for prediction purpose. In the context of machine learning, feature selection
aims to reduce the size of effective attributes that lead the training and the
classification more efficient. In addition, it enables the system in order for
improving the classification performance by eliminating unnecessary and noisy
attributes. In fact, feature selection boils down to capture hidden business
insights and then make the suitable decision in electing attributes by removing
irrelevant features that do not contribute to the accuracy at predicting the
model. In general, feature selection algorithms are broken down into three
distinct categories of: Filter methods (e.g., information gain, Chi squared test
and correlation coefficient scores.), Wrapper methods (e.g., best-first search
and random hill-climbing algorithms) and Embedded methods (e.g., regression
algorithm) [125,126], which are utilized hinge on different purposes in various
contexts.

According to the aim of the module “optimizing the challenge selection
process in Filtering and Sorting module”, we concentrate on the features that
are represented and shaped in/as the Challenge model. Since the challenge
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model inspired from a bounded number of features in this study, it is not
needed to use such feature selection algorithms to decrease and remove the
redundant attributes. Thus, we have exploited our domain knowledge and
selected four features out of the attributes we singled out in the Challenge
model (Section 3.2.1), to model only players’ feedback with respect to the
given challenges as follows;

• Mode: The Mode of transportation such as Bus, Bike and
Bike_Sharing, Walk, Train or the combination of these transportation
means that could appear by ZeroImpact trips, Public Transportation
means, to name a few;

• Type of Challenge: This element could be filed up by two kinds of
challenges such as percentageIncrement, that asks players to improve by
some given percentage one’s performance on a mobility indicator with
respect to the previous week, or absoluteIncrement, which requests a
fixed numbers of trips for a mobility mode;

• Reward: Is the prize assigned to the player who completed the given
challenge;

• Improvement: This element inquires players to improve the specified
mode’s usage w.r.t their last week.

We take into account the above features as the main elements that can
manipulate the prediction of the output in our gamified mobility case study,
in which the outputs/results could be “succeeded” or “failed”. “Succeeded ”
refers to the generated challenge(s) that the player can complete and finish
it, while “Failed ” points to challenge(s) that the player most likely is going to
fail. The action flow is detailed in Figure 3.7, where the list of player’s past
challenges (from challenge history) is sent to the ML module as the “train set”
to build a Model using a classification method. The ML module is also injected
with the list of new generated and evaluated challenges as a “test set/input”
from the Challenge Valuator Module. Hence, using a particular classification
model (e.g., Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, etc. which are detailed later on), the
output of the ML module is a value that indicates the probability that the
challenge will be in a specific class (“succeeded/failed”).

Once the prediction is done, the module appends the predicted value (prob-
ability of successPS ) to that particular challenge as one extra parameter that
is exploited by the Filtering & Sorting module. Giving the list of challenges
from the ML component, the Filtering & Sorting module operates for each
individual player according to the following algorithm, which is shown in Fig-
ure 3.7b:

1. Divide the challenges in the repository in two sub-lists: those whose
prize is sufficient for the player to reach some of the player’s current
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game objectives “List 1”, and the others “List 2” which are not well
enough to pass from any game objectives. As we mentioned in Chapter
3.2, Section 3.2.4, player game objectives could be gaining enough points
to catch a new level of the game or climbing at least one position in the
leaderboard for a certain kind of points.

2. Sort the first subset of challenges by least difficulty;

3. within each difficulty level, calculate the weighted improvement of each
challenge and sort them by highest WI. We have described in Section
3.2.4, what the weighted improvement is, and how to calculate it.

4. Thereafter, sort the above sorted list by the highest probability of success
PS ;

5. sort the second subset of challenges by least difficulty and highest prize.
Then the list will be sorted again by weighted improvement, and finally
PS ;

6. Append the sorted list from the second subset at the end of the first
sorted subset to obtain a single ranking.

At the end of the process described above, the system proposes to each player
the K-top challenges in her personalized ranking above (where K is a parameter
that can be adjusted).

We implemented the proposed ML module on the data collected from
a gamified urban mobility experiment “Trento Play&GO”. The aim of the
experiment is to assess the effectiveness of the ML module in predicting the
players’ feedback with respect to the recommended challenges. This prediction
can contribute to maintaining players’ participation in the game. Thus, in
the next Chapter we detail the design of ML module implementation, which
is concentrated on two important aspects of Effectiveness and Efficiency to
validate the potency of this module.

3.4 Players Modeling Integration in Gamifica-
tion

In the previous section (3.3), we have presented a possible design of the ML
module that integrates into the APCGR framework in improving the success
rate of the recommended challenges. However, the success rate of the chal-
lenges does not ensure that the player has improved her behavior under the
direction of the gamified system, while it has positive influence to make them
engaged in the game; therefore they can gradually improve their demeanor in a
sustainable fashion. We constructed the ML to partially personalize the game
content –particularly challenges– w.r.t the various features including player’s
skills, game status, player’s objectives, player’s feedback, as well as the ob-
jective of the game designer. In Section 3.2.3 we discussed that players are
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distinct and have different abilities and skills to handle different challenges,
which we introduced challenges with various level of difficulties. The differ-
ences in players’ abilities and skills may reflect in different characteristics and
traits that may appear in the way they play the game. For example, some
players play fast and some slow, some of them play precisely and some concen-
trate on the game content and some do differently. Thus, taking into account
the players’ play styles in tailoring the game content may have a value to
further engage them towards the direction of the gamified system.

This section discusses the essential steps to further improvement of per-
sonalization based on the players’ play styles in gamification. In particular,
we propose an approach to automatically extract player’s play style in gam-
ification that could be exploited to advance personalization in gamification
domain. In the following sections, we first provide a notion of player modeling
and follow up by some related investigations in the context of electronic game.
Then, we detail the proposed approach including five modules: Data Collec-
tion, Data Preparation, Play Style Recognition and Play Style Prediction.
Data Collection concerns the collection of the data from different domains.
As the name implies Data Preparation discusses how it excludes the data
from noise and outliers in order to send to the Play Style Recognition module.
This module is in charge of extracting play style given the player’s data us-
ing the introduced Utility Function. Finally, the design of Player Prediction
module is presented; the module can predict the play style given the previous
styles. This module enables the framework to adapt the game taking into
account the chain of changes that the player has done in her behavior during
the game.

3.4.1 Player Modeling Notion

The concept of player modeling refers to the study of computational
models that have been widely used in the domain of video games for cus-
tomizing game content to player’s preferences, traits, abilities and person-
alities [80–82]. Advancements in player modeling have been driven by the
need to increase players engagement and minimize frustration, for example,
in educational games [107,108], electronic games [127,128], and digital enter-
tainment [129,130].

Play style represents the actual player’s substrate and provides an under-
standable pattern to the system to be used for adapting the game based upon
the player’s behavior [87], may therefore hold value to augment the players’ en-
gagement for a long term, or recommending a new personalized product/game
to the player [88].

Having in mind the existing work in play style taxonomies [83,96,103,104]
reported in Chapter 2, we aim to extract 4 main play styles. To recall, the
play styles are listed as follows:
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• Achievers are problem solvers and willing to play as fast as possible with
a minimum number of errors. They usually focus on game content that
is necessary to complete and win the game as soon as possible.

• Explorers analyze and investigate all the game elements. For example,
they might visit all the game items with a significant amount of atten-
tion, and also make few mistakes in the game.

• Careless play quickly and make many mistakes/errors.

• Lost players play slowly and make many errors/mistakes.

These last two play styles usually do not pay any attention to the game
and make little effort to play well.

Apart from the attempts employed in game adaptation based on play style,
most of them assume that the play style of players is a fixed property which
does not change over time as they play. However, as it is shown in [107], this
is far from true, and players, in fact, often switch play styles within a single
session of play.

In this Section, we build upon previous work [107] on identifying the dy-
namic play style exhibited by players in educational games (the 4 main play
style introduced above). By following the strategies provided by Bifel [94] and
Martin [95] (described in Chapter 2.3) to capture the play style, in this study
we propose a module that automates the construction of player modeling in
educational game-based learning and apply it in both on time scale and seg-
mentation. The approach is equipped by five main modules, in which a scoring
system is designed using a utility function to construct the play style of the
player. The proposed scoring system is generic in the sense that it enables the
framework to implement and score infinity play styles (as long as their traits
are defined) in various game and gamification domains.

The key idea of the proposed approach is to automate the process of ex-
tracting play style of the player in each stage of the game that enables the
framework to dynamically adapt the game to each personal player over time.
The framework enhances the performance of the extraction by exploiting a
type of Scoring function that is able to uncover the whole play styles that the
particular player behaved during the game.

The proposed approach can be divided into four main modules: Data Col-
lection, Data Preparation, Play Style Recognition, Play Style Prediction and
Game Adaptation, however the main focus of this work is the play style Recog-
nition module. This module has access to a collection of variables recorded
for each player automatically sorted by importance in predicting play style,
and considers these features and their weight in order to calculate the score
of the play style over the time of the player at hand.

We claim that accurately recognizing and predicting the play style of
players can significantly impact the way adaptive games are built, by choos-
ing or even constructing new game content to fit the current player’s play
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style. Game adaptation could be implemented for various aspects of game
elements such as visual appearance, levels, challenges, difficulty and even
story-lines [131, 132] by using systematic techniques like procedural content
generation (PCG) [133].

The proposed approach has been evaluated on data captured from an ed-
ucational interactive game-based learning called Solving the Incognitum [107],
which aimed to teach the relationship between fossils and geological time
record taken in the historic Charles W. Peale’s Museum of Art and Science.

Borrowing from taxonomies in [83, 96, 103, 104], where various play styles
were introduced from different studies (in various domains) such as Achiever,
Socializer, Killer, Explorer, Lost or Confused, Philanthropists, Free Spirit,
Careless, Uncertain etc. (detailed in Section 2.3), the proposed algorithm
acts in a supervised way to extract certain types of play styles in this study.
Hence, the framework seeks to extract the current play style of players as
Achievers, Explorers, Careless and Lost, which suit to the application domain
(in education game based context) among the other introduced play styles.

3.4.2 Play Style Extraction Approach

In this section, we describe the proposed play style identification approach
that is constructed based on a Utility Function. At the core of the frame-
work there is an agent that iterates through the features to identify the play
style of players by constructing a vector of scores (for each player in each
game section). This vector is achieved by applying the utility function on
the sorted collection of features gathered from gameplay sessions. Sessions
will be manually or automatically determined by the game designer or based
on the structure of the game respectively (for example completing a level in
the game, or achieving a certain amount of points in the game, etc.). This
is due to the fact that game content could be generated and personalized to
propose to each individual player in each section of the game, however the
game content could be updated even at the middle of each section.

Hereby, we describe the module and its five main components responsible
for play style recognition: Data Collection, responsible for collecting data
while players are playing the game; Data Preparation, where data is polished
from noise and outliers; Play Style Recognition, which groups players based
on their play style; Play Style Prediction, which predicts the play style of the
player at hand given the groups identified in the previous step; and finally
Game Adaptation, which is responsible for personalizing the game content to
an individual player’s characteristics. These components are shown in Figure
3.8, however, the last component is out of the scope of this study and we focus
on just the first four.
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Figure 3.8: The Conceptual View of the PL Module Integrated to the Main
Framework.

3.4.3 Data Collection For Player Modeling

This component is in charge of collecting data from players who partici-
pate in the game. In general, it logs players’ raw data in their profiles that
indicate the actual player’s activity and participation during the game. From
domain to domain, various kinds of techniques (e.g., monitoring, questioners),
equipments (such as smart devices, mobile, tablet), interfaces (including web
and mobile applications, etc.) could be used to capture the data.

In our urban mobility game described in Chapter 4, this component acts
whenever the player starts playing the game, therefore the system is able to
record the data into her profile based upon her activity. Hence, the execution
of the main proposed framework and the proposed play style extraction can
be mandated and determined in basis of game objectives or/and the game
designer. For instance, the proposed APCGR framework introduced in Section
3.2 was executed once per week, by taking into account the data that was
collected during the previous week to generate the personalized challenges to
be recommended to personal player.

Having said that, in this phase of PhD project we intend to implement the
proposed play style extraction in different game context such that the data
collection environment is quite different. The data that we have used in this
study to validate the proposed play style recognition module was collected
from Solving the Incognitum [107], which is a game-based interactive learning
environment. A screenshot of the game and its environment is shown in Figure
3.9.

3.4.4 Data Preparation

The purpose of this component is two-fold: cleaning the data from noise
and outliers, and discretizing continuous features into categorical values.
Accordingly, the component contains two main sub-components of Data
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Figure 3.9: Screenshot of a game scene. .

Cleaning and Data Categorization.

Data Cleaning: Cleaning data from noise and outliers is critically important
for two reasons. First, noise can have negative influence on data categoriza-
tion, when we proceed to discretize the continuous values into discrete labels.
Secondly, noise can also be the source of errors in extracting and predicting
play styles, and consequently game adaptation.

We use domain knowledge in order to select the suitable set of features
among the available features that were recorded to characterize the meaning-
ful play style. Thereafter, WEKA5 libraries are used to clean the data from
outliers and extreme values. To this end, we execute InterquartileRange func-
tion (coded in Python) to recognize the outliers. Then, we use Removewith-
values (coded in Python) to remove those outliers from the data set. These
result a data set free from noises that skew feature categorization. In Section
4.10.1 we detailed how many samples are excluded from the data set due to
containing extremely noisy data.

Feature Categorization: Converting continuous data to categorical data
has been widely studied in the literature of data analysis and machine
learning [135], and can bring advantages and disadvantages in various
cases [136]. For the specific case of play style prediction, our experiments
show the admissible improvement with respect to directly using the raw
continuous data (as done in previous work [107]). In our experiments, we have
discretized each continuous feature into three categories (Low, Medium, and
High). To perform this discretization, three intervals are defined by finding
four points, where the first and last correspond to the minimum and max-
imum value of the feature, and the two middle points are calculated as follows:

5For this, we took the advantage of InterquartileRange and Removewithvalues functions
made available in WEKA [134].
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Second Point = (mean(data) +minimum)/2
Third Point = (mean(data) +maximum)/2

where data refers to the list of data points that players have done in a
particular feature (e.g., a feature in our case study is "item visited" that
refers to the number of items that a player visited in a specific section or
time-window of the game.). Then, the three intervals are defined as:

• Low: indicates the region between first point and the second point.

• Medium: it contains an interval between the second point that is the
starting point of the Medium category and it will end at the third point.

• High: the third interval includes the range of players whose activities
are between the third and the forth point.

Finally, the list of categorized features, which are sorted in importance using
Scikit-learn6 package, will be send to the next component to be considered in
the recognition process.

Since, every feature has a different weight in characterizing a play style, we
used Forests of trees function to recognize this importance. Hence, we exploit
ground-truth data set which are labelized manually by the expert researchers
(detailed in Section 4.8) to specify the weight of each feature w.r.t the target
values (play styles).

In spite of the fact that the framework is applied on each individual player’s
data to extract the play style, this categorization and extraction is related to
the other players’ activity. The categorization process conducted off-line that
allows having the data of all players at hand. In addition, this may result to
provide a ground-truth that enables the system to implement the module on
each individual player’s data on-line without descritizing the data.

3.4.5 Play Style Recognition

This component concerns the extraction of the play style according to the
players’ behaviors that are yielded by monitoring their activities throughout
the game, and recorded in the form of a vector of features (described in Sec-
tion 4.8).

As it is shown in [107], play style of the players do not fall into a particular
play style and they act differently through the game sessions. For example,
a player who is flagged as an Achiever in one session could be changed to an
Explorer in the next game session.

Thus, in this study we automate the procedure of recognizing the dynam-
icity of play style introduced in [107] by designing a Scoring framework that is

6To sort the list, we exploit the forests of trees function which is available in Scikit-
learn [137] in Python.
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able to automatically recognize this dynamicity with its confidence value, and
uncover all play styles in accordance to which the particular player exhibited
during the same game session.

To this end, a Utility Function is designed and used to score the play
style that she has behaved in each session of the game in a supervised way.
Since different features have different impact on characterization of a player’s
play style, the function utilizes weight and order of computation for each
individual feature to calculate the score of each style for a given player. The
utility function is defined in the below equation:

ςsj =
n∑

i=1

x ∗ wf sj

i 3 x =


0 if (f sj

i =“medium”)
1 if (f sj

i = rss
j

i )
−1 otherwise

(3.3)

where n is the number of features and wf indicates the weight of the
feature for the specific style sj in the given vector. x refers to the statement
that whether the features’ values are identical in comparison between player’s
behavior, which is defined by the vector of feature f and the characteristics
of a play style defined in the Rule Set rs.

We use “Forests of Trees” [138] function to order the features (in each
vector) in importance on an artificial classification task. This function enables
the estimation of feature importance on a specific model (in our case study
the play style e.g., Achiever, Explorer). Consequently, this importance value
is used as weight in the utility function to calculate the score of each play
style.

In addition, the framework is equipped with a Confidence Calculator Com-
ponent (CCC) to measure the confidence value of the retrieved styles for each
player. The component uses a type of Harmonic Series equation (illustrated
in Equation 3.4) to obtain the confidence value of the play styles, where the
calculated score “ςs” is divided by the sum of all weights of the sorted features
(in the list) that can be possible to fulfill the requirements of a pure play style.

Conf sj = ςsj ∗ 1∑n
i=1wi

(3.4)

Thus, given the vector of features that reflects the player’s behavior in
a game session, the algorithm uses an agent to iterate trough the features
and compare the values (these values are described later on in the Evaluation
section) against the rule set that defines characteristics of all play styles in
a supervised manner. If any feature from the vector is identical to any play
style’s characteristic defined in the rule, the algorithm adds a score for the
particular style. The score will be penalized with weight and order of the
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feature, where the player has behaved exactly the opposite compared to the
specified style in the Rule Set. Since there may be a feature with a medium
value in a vector, the algorithm considers the feature as the neutral feature
toward the specific style in the scoring procedure.

Due to the similarity among players’ play style characteristics e.g., Careless
and Achiever players usually play quickly, or Explorer and Lost players play
slowly, it is not possible that a player acts only in a specific style in a particular
session. Thus, this scoring system can bring up the styles with their confidence,
which enables the framework to recognize which player plays in margin, and
which one trends toward a specific style with high confidence. Consequently,
to assign a style to a player, the algorithm can pick up a style that has high
a score and confidence value.

3.4.6 Play Style Prediction

This component concerns the prediction of the players’ play styles for the
next session of the game to generate and personalize game content. The ac-
tion flow is detailed in Figure 3.8, where players’ past behaviors are fed to the
prediction component to train the model exploiting machine learning classi-
fication algorithms. Thus, given the model, the module by feeding the new
data of the player is able to predict the play style for the next section or the
time-windows of the game. This prediction allows the system to dynamically
adapt the game content to the individual player, by taking into account play-
ers’ past behavior in different sections of the game. A full description of the
exploited classification methods can be found in Section 4.10.1.

3.5 Summary

Persuasive systems particularly Gamification can be an effective strategy
to incentivize healthy demeanor change. The performance of the gamified
system might depend on appropriately tailoring the gamification elements to
individual players. Hence, the first step in order to personalize game element
is to determine the right and important element that can effectively influence
players in changing their behaviors under the gamified system. The empirical
results obtained and reported in [30,109] show that Challenges have a positive
effect on changing players’ behavior in the gamification system. Thus, in this
Chapter, we first described the notion of gamification platform in smart cities,
then introduced the design and integration of the multi-layer framework that
automates the generation and recommendation of personalized challenges. We
showed the design of our APCGR consisting of three modules: Challenge Gen-
erator, Challenge Valuator, and Filtering & Sorting. The proposed APCGR
is constructed with the aim of solving two problems; The former is the scaling
problem in manually generating game content that the proposed system aimed
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to overcome such problem in a large-scale gamification system. The latter is
a one-size-fits-all strategy for generating game content in a gamified system.
Since players are distinct, personalization can help to foster their engagement
in gamification.

Then, we presented how we can improve personalization by integrating
a Machine Learning module into APCGR, in order to increase the success
rate of the recommended challenges during the game. Basically, the module
generates a value as the probability of the challenge success (PS), by learning
and modeling the players’ past behavior (players’ feedback) with respect to
the given challenges.

In the last section of this Chapter, we have provided a scoring framework
in order to extract the players’ play styles during the game. This enables the
proposed APCGR system to further personalize gamification based on players’
traits and personalities. However, this study does not provide how to tailor the
game content “Challenges” according to the recognized play style. This work
is an essential step towards investigating and providing methods for tailoring
game content based on play style to individual players in gamification.

In the next Chapter the implementation, evaluation and results of the
designed Automatic Procedural Content Generation and Recommendation,
the integration of the proposed Machine Learning module, as well as the Play
Style Recognition module are described.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation and Results

The previous Chapter has presented the design of the proposed Automatic
Procedural Content Generation and Recommendation (APCGR) framework,
as well as the integration of the two supplement modules: Machine Learning
and Player Recognition. This Chapter describes the implementation, evalua-
tion and results from APCGR and the two integrated modules. The proposed
solution was implemented and evaluated in two different gamification scenar-
ios; Urban Mobility system and Educational game-based e-learning. APCGR
and the Machine Learning module are assessed, in an Urban Mobility gam-
ification scenario called Trento Play&Go. This evaluation helps determine
whether the automatic generation and personalization of the playable content
“Challenges” are effective and efficient compared to the traditional manual
content generation guided by the expert judgment. Mutually, the evaluation
of the Machine Learning (ML) is shaped to assess how ML module can help
to enhance the success rate of the recommended challenges that may support
players’ motivation in game. Player recognition module is implemented, in an
educational interactive learning domain, with the aim of assessing the perfor-
mance of the automatic play style recognition during the game. In addition,
the players involved in this experiment presented play styles that varied dur-
ing the different game phases; thus confirming that player types cannot be
considered a static aspect, but a dynamic characteristic of the player that
needs to be updated during game-play.

In Section 4.1, we first describe the Play&Go scenario, its’ specifications,
methods, and tools. Then, the way that players’ data is logged and collected in
Play&Go is detailed. In the following Section (4.2), we detail the experiment
setup of the proposed APCGR which is followed by the evaluation objectives
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and assessment of the approach. Lastly, we overview the lessons that we
learned from this experiment.

Section 4.5 presents the experiment setup, objective of the evaluation and
results of the Machine Learning module. Finally, this section concludes with
the finding from the evaluation of this experiment.

Section 4.7 shows the evaluation of the Play Style Recognition module.
This Section begins with the description of the educational interactive game-
based learning scenario called Solving the Incognitum [107] and the strategy in
collecting players’ data. This is followed by the experiment setup, evaluation
objectives and results. We close this Section by describing our finding from
the results of this experiment.

4.1 Play&Go Scenario

Trento Play&Go was a large-scale and long-running open field experiment
in the context of gamification that lasted twelve weeks (from September 10
to December 2, 2016). Trento Play&Go pilot has the main goal to evaluate
the impact of gamification on citizens’ engagement and voluntary travel be-
havioural changes over a long time frame. Being an open field experiment,
Trento Play&Go required a considerable effort for publicity and engagement
purposes, which involved –among others– the local administration of Trento,
the local associations of enterprises, schools, etc. Advertisements of the ex-
periment have been held on local newspapers, radio, television, and social net-
works, as well as in physical social locations as bars, local shops, streets and
shopping centers. A strong and effective promotion has been done through the
participation at Smart City initiatives, such as the Trento Smart City Week
(September 10-15, 2016) and the Researcher Night in Trento (September 30,
2016).

4.1.1 Specifications: Methods and Tools

Trento Play&Go game consists in collecting Green Leaves points, which
are assigned according to the Km traveled with sustainable transportation
means, and with bonuses associated to Zero-impact trips (no CO2 emissions).
In addition, the game supports weekly and global leader-boards for Green
Leaves, as well as a variety of badges and badge collections assigned when
reaching certain amounts of Green Leaves, or taking specific kind of trips
(e.g., the bike aficionado collection assigns badges every 5-10 trips by bike), or
exploring some mobility alternatives (e.g., when using a designated Park&Ride
facilities for the first time, trying bike-sharing service for the first time, or
exploring different bike-sharing stations).

Moreover, the game introduced innovative game mechanics, such as the-
matic weeks and personalized challenges, implemented into the game with the
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(a) Registration (b) Participating The Game (c) Functionality

(d) Making a Plan (e) Possible Options (f) Challenges

Figure 4.1: The Screenshot of the Trento Play&Go Game

goal of maintaining existing users and engaging new ones through a dynamic
game. Every week is characterized by a different theme (e.g., bike week, pub-
lic transportation week, zeroimpact week, to name a few), and personalized
challenges (in this dissertation we have focused on this game element which
are detailed in the next chapters) are proposed to players on the basis of the
theme, their game status and mobility history. Challenges award green leaves
bonuses upon completion. For instance, during the bike week, we have dif-
ferent types of challenges promoting the usage of bicycle transport, targeted
to different kind of players and personalized to their profile: from challenges
pushing players to try the bike / bike-sharing mode (for those who never tried
it before) to challenges requiring a small (or significant) improvement in terms
of Km and trips travelled by bike or bike-sharing (for players who are already
accustomed to use bicycles for their transportation needs).

These combination of transportation modes and the challenges are de-
signed to make the game attractive and playable by newcomers (who are
incentivized to compete in the short-term challenges and ranks), as well as to
sustain participation of committed players in the long run. Final and weekly
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prizes which were offered by local sponsors for players who were in top posi-
tions of the leader-boards.

Prizes associated to weekly leader-boards give also latecomers a chance to
win, as long as they committed for an entire week. Some examples of prizes
distributed during Trento Play&Go are yearly subscription to bike-sharing
and car-sharing, tickets for music shows, sport events and museums.

4.1.2 Player Experience in Trento Play&Go

To take part in the game, a player needs to: install the ViaggiaTrento
Play&Go App, which is available on Android Play Store and Apple Store1,
register to the game, and use the App for journey planning (Figure 4.1d)
and tracking sustainable itinerary choices. The player can use the App also to
check her status in the game (e.g., points and badges earned, active challenges,
weekly and global leader boards rank), share her results on social networks
(i.e. Facebook or Twitter), and inspect the rules of the game and the weekly
prizes. Figure 4.1 presents some selected screenshots of the functionality of-
fered by Trento Play&Go App. Trento Play&Go is a travel assistance App
that supports the end-user throughout the travel experience such as multi-
modal journey planning, real-time notifications, integrated information about
all available transport means, and support for recurrent trips.

The App is augmented with a game experience promoting mobility habits
that are in-line with city-specific mobility policies and objectives. The main
provided game-related functionalities concerns the following:

• Registration of players to the game (see Figure 4.1a),

• Preview of the earned Green Leaves points when planning a multi-modal
trip (see Figure 4.1e);

• Inspection of player’s results such as Green Leaves points earned, badges
and badge collections, active challenges with completion status, weekly
and global leader boards rank;

• Possibility of sharing player’s own results on Facebook and Twitter;

• Compilation of initial and final surveys and access to game rules and
regulation.

At the end of the game, a public event has been organized to present the
game results and reward the winners of the weekly and final prizes (see Figure
4.2a). The attendees were players, organizers, city managers and sponsors.
Every player received a participation certificate attesting her game results
and achievements (see Figure 4.2b).

1 https : / / play . google . com / store / apps / details ? id = it .
smartcommunitylab.viaggiatrento.playgo&hl=en

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.smartcommunitylab.viaggiatrento.playgo&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.smartcommunitylab.viaggiatrento.playgo&hl=en
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(a) The Final Event of The Game (b) Winners’ Certificates

Figure 4.2: The Final Event of The Trento Play&Go Game and The Certifi-
cates

Figure 4.3: Itinerary Validation Console - A Screenshot

Although discussing and detailing the strategies that we used to implement
and collect the data in Trento Play&Go is out scope of this dissertation, in
this stage of this Chapter we shortly mention how we collected the data, and
the general achievement of this gamification scenario.

4.1.3 Data Collection in Play&Go

The data sources that we used to collect information about this pilot and
for its evaluation are listed as follows:

• Log data from Viaggia Trento Play&Go App, in particular planned and
saved itineraries and tracked itineraries which are depicted in Figure 4.3
(a screenshot of the itinerary validation console),

• Log data from the gamification engine about players’ gamified actions
and results;
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Figure 4.4: The Trento Play&Go Participations and Itineraries

• Baseline questionnaires submitted to end users about their mobility be-
haviour;

• Ex-Post questionnaires submitted to End Users about their mobility
behaviour and the game content.

4.1.4 Play&Go Finding

The long-running game Trento Play&Go saw an influx of prospective play-
ers throughout its duration, due to the continuous engagement activities put
in place throughout the operation of this experiment. Figure 4.4a shows the
daily dynamics of the number downloads, registered players, and active play-
ers. All in all, we had 785 citizens who registered to the game, and more than
400 active players who recorded their itineraries and actually competed in the
game.

If we take a closer look at the distribution of the game actions over the 12
weeks (as reported in Figure 4.4b), we can observe a persistent and continuous
participation throughout the game duration. This provides a first positive
answer to the challenge of sustaining the participation in a long-running game.
It is interesting to observe that, as expected, relative minimum points in the
graph (shown in Figure 4.4b) are reached on Sundays and National holidays
(absolute minimum on November 1st).

Having in mind the above evaluation and finding that we shortly mentioned
in this Section, this dissertation mainly focuses on Challenge Generator Com-
ponent in the Gamification Platform (introduced in Chapter 3.1) by providing
the design of an end-to-end Automatic Procedural Content Generation and
Recommendation framework. Thus, in the next Section, we detail the de-
scription of the study setup, implementation, and assessment of the proposed
APCGR.
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4.2 APCGR Experiment Setup and Evaluation

During the twelve game weeks, 1061 citizens downloaded the App, 785
registered to the game, and 410 actively participated in it (active players from
now on). Within the twelve weeks, we collected more than 20K trip traces,
which were tracked by the players’ App and validated (in terms of mode and
path) through a semi-automated itinerary validation system. Those traces
enabled us to collect detailed statistics about the itineraries of App users when
playing the game, such as, trips, trip legs and Km traveled in each transport
mode.

During Trento Play&Go, we carried out an A/B test in the last three weeks
of the game, with the aim of comparing our system that automatically gener-
ates, and proposes personalized challenges to the players (RS challenges) with
a semi-automatic approach, used throughout the twelve weeks of the game,
were challenges were first decided and administrated by the game designers
using their expert judgments and then injected in the game rule set (non–RS
challenges). For simplicity, we use RS challenges and non-RS challenges la-
bels throughout this dissertation, for the challenges which are generated by
the automatic framework and the semi-automatic approach, respectively. In
that semi-automatic approach, we have developed a frontend tool for the chal-
lenge generator, which is shown in Figure 4.5. In the tool, the designer can
pick what models she wants to instantiate, specify values for their parameter
sets, and define which assignment criteria must be applied. In the example re-

Figure 4.5: The Challenge Generator Frontend.

ported in the Figure, only two models are shown: percentageIncrement, which
sets an improvement goal relative to one’s past performance, and absoluteIn-
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crement, which asks to reach a set performance goal. In this approach also,
the game designer can achieve a lot of variation by applying different value
combinations for the parameter set of each model. For example, the abso-
luteIncrement model can be used to provide various goals on the number of
zero–impact weekly trips; but it can be used as well to ask to every partici-
pant to refer the game to at least one potential new player. Further variation
and personalization come from specifying what assignment criteria – logical
clauses that predicate on the game state and profiling variables collected for
each player – will decide the assignment of each parameterized model to dif-
ferent segment of the player population.

On the right-hand-side of the tool, a chart representing the distribution of
challenges over the player population enables the game designer to understand
the effect of the selection criteria she has written. The game designer may go
through some iterations of this specification process, and try the different
assignment options, until she is:

• Certain that each player will receive the planned number of challenges
(2, in our case),

• The challenge distribution reflects well the behaviors that the game
wants to push at that time. For example in accord to the theme of
the week.

At that point, she can decide to instantiate all challenges, which results in
the APCGR of new game code and its deployment onto the run-time of our
gamification framework. The new code applies uniquely to each individual
player, and – as outlined above – differentiates her game experience using her
current game state, as well as her accumulated game performance, and her
track record in terms of gamified behaviors.

It is worth noticing how this semi–automatic process can be fairly time–
consuming for game designers. In addition, they must gather significant ex-
perience with the gamified domain and the game itself, in order to produce
challenge assignments that can be well accepted by the most players and en-
hance their game experience, and at the same time push them to further the
underlying goals of the gamification campaign. Moreover, in games with large
number of players an approach that strongly relies on this kind of expert
judgment is hard to scale.

During the three weeks of the A/B test, our new APCG– and RS–
based challenge generation system assigned 220 personalized challenges to
82 unique players (see Table 4.1). RS players, refer to the players who re-
ceived RS challenges, thus for simplicity we use RS players throughput this
dissertation. Among those RS players, 60 were active in those three weeks,
with 164 assigned challenges. The Challenge Generator used the percent-
ageIncrement and absoluteIncrement challenge templates, and applied them
to an array of transport modes, covered by the following mobility indica-
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Table 4.1: Numbers of RS and Non-RS Players, and the Challenges

RS (in 3 weeks) Non-RS (in 12 weeks)
# of Unique Players 82 397
# of Active Players 60 372

# Challenges 220 3333

tors: {Train_Trips, Bus_Trips, ZeroImpact_Trips, Walk_Trips, Walk_Km,
Bike_Km, BikeSharing_Km}.

RS players were randomly selected from a subset of the whole players’
population, from which we excluded players who had very high performance
in the previous week, whom we called “weekly champions”, and players who
were not active in the previous week. This selection of RS players was repeated
every week, such that the players who were selected to receive RS challenges
in a certain week, might or might not receive RS challenges in the following
weeks of the A/B test. We reason this randomly selection to sustain the
population of RS players for all the three weeks, since the numbers of active
players change over the weeks (it may increase or decrease for any reason), the
proportion of the RS players may decrease for the following week to receive
the new RS challenges. Those reasons could be the freshmen players who are
entered in the middle of the game – for increasing the number of players – or
external reasons (described in Chapter 3.2.3)– for participating less number
of players w.r.t the previous game week.

4.3 APCGR Evaluation Objectives

To assess the effectiveness of the automatically generated and personalized
challenges, we have looked at three complementary aspects, which are reflected
in the following evaluation objectives:

• Objective 1: How does the player acceptance rate for RS challenges
compare to the acceptance rate of the same types of challenges assigned
via expert judgment (Non-RS challenges)?

Objective 1 (Ob1) discusses to the issue of user experience, since recommend-
ing playable units of contents that may be diverse, but are all in all well
accepted, by each individual player, is the pre–requisite to be able to lever-
age them as a mechanism for enhanced engagement and retainment. As a
proxy measure of acceptance, we consider challenge completion rate. For ex-
ample, the proportion of challenges that players completed successfully, and
as a proxy measure of not-accepted, we take into account the challenges which
are not completer or not even started.
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• Objective 2: How does the improvement recorded on the target indica-
tors for the RS challenges compare to the improvement recorded for the
challenges assigned via expert judgment (Non-RS challenges)?

Objective 2 (Ob2) points to the efficacy of procedurally generated chal-
lenges as persuasive mechanisms that can appreciably impact players’ behavior
in a gamification campaign. To measure challenge–induced behavioral change,
we consider those challenges whose goal requires to improve by a certain per-
centage the player’s performance for a given mobility mode with respect to
the previous game week.

• Objective 3: How do the rewards computed for RS–generated chal-
lenges compare to those of challenges assigned via expert judgment, in
terms of their adequacy to the challenge difficulty and the amount of
behavioral improvement requested?

Objective 3 (Ob3) speaks to whether our system assigns commensurate and
balanced rewards for the challenges that automatically proposes to players.
This is an important consideration for game designers, as well as any entity
promoting a gamification campaign. On the one hand, the reward should
be valuable enough to induce the player to make an effort and complete the
challenge; on the other hand, it should not be excessive, because that leads
to inadequate, sub–optimal exchanges between behavioral improvement and
incentives, and is effectively equivalent to assigning challenges that are too
easy. To measure this adequacy, we compute the ratio between the amount of
improvement generated by challenges, and the amount of rewards “paid” by
the game to players for challenge completion.

In the next Section we have demonstrated the evaluation of the objectives,
as well as reporting in detail the results that we obtained in all experiments.

4.4 APCGR Results

4.4.1 Objective 1 Evaluation

To evaluate Objective 1 (Ob1), we have compared the proportion of play-
ers’ success in automatically generated and recommended challenges vs. chal-
lenges administered through expert judgment. In this analysis, we consider
the 82 unique RS players, who received 220 challenges from our system dur-
ing our A/B test in weeks 10, 11, and 12 of the Trento Play&Go game, and
compare their challenges’ completion rate to that of the following groups.

• Group 1: Non–RS players active at any point in the game, who were
given in game weeks 10, 11 and 12 mobility challenges that are analogous
to the RS challenges. These types of challenges are: percentageIncrement
or absoluteIncrement, targeting the same set of transport modes covered
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in RS challenges. In total, players in Group 1 were given 1296 such
challenges, and the results of this comparison is shown in Figure 4.6a.
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Figure 4.6: The Overall Challenge Acceptance - Group 1, 2, 3 and 4.

• Group 2: A subset of Group 1, including non–RS players who were
active specifically in the game weeks 10 to 12, which were covered during
the A/B test. They received 333 mobility challenges analogous to RS
challenges. Figure 4.6b represents the evaluation of this comparison.

• Group 3: A subset of Group 2, from which we excluded the top perform-
ers (typically top 10 to 12 players) of the week before that of challenge
assignment (that is, weeks 9 to 11). This is the group that serves effec-
tively as the control group in our A/B test, since – by eliminating
these “weekly champions” – Group 3 reflects the same population from
which we drew the RS players each week, as explained in Section 4.2.
Players in Group 3 were assigned 280 mobility challenges analogous to
RS challenges.
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Table 4.2: Proportion Tests for Challenge Success Rates.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
T-Ch RS Non-RS RS Non-RS RS Non-RS RS Non-RS
Status C T C T C T C T C T C T C T C T
# Challenges 58 220 153 1296 58 164 153 333 58 164 113 280 58 220 49 151
AC Ratio 26% 12% 35% 46% 35% 40% 26% 32%

T-Ch: Type of challenges such as RS and Non-RS challenges.
AC Ratio: Acceptance Ratio.
C: Total numbers of the completed challenges.
T: Total numbers of the recommended challenges.

• Group 4: Finally, we examined the same 82 RS players “against them-
selves”, that is, with respect to those challenges, which they received in
weeks 10 to 12, but which were assigned to them by expert judgment,
as opposed through our system. This challenge set included 151 mo-
bility challenges analogous to the RS challenges. This examination is
illustrated in Figure 4.6d.

In Table 4.2 we detail the results of a statistical test of proportion for the
challenge success rate of RS players on RS challenges vs. the four groups
defined above.

Notice that, vis–a–vis Group 1, we tested whether RS players had a higher
success rate than the other players in general. That test is useful mostly as a
sanity check, since a considerable number of players in Group 1 may not have
been active through the three weeks. Given that, it should not be surprising
that RS challenges enjoy a better, and highly statistically significant, com-
pletion rate. Instead, vis–a–vis the other groups, our hypothesis is that the
RS challenge assignments should not differ statistically from the challenges
assigned via expert judgment; therefore we tested whether RS players had a
statistically equivalent success rate compared to the other players.

It needs to be mentioned that in the tests vs. Group 2 and Group 3, we
had to eliminate 56 RS challenges, which were proposed to RS players who
then chose not to be active (did not participate at all) to the game in the
corresponding week. We did that to keep the testing conditions and the data
sets congruent, since Group 2 and Group 3 contain only non–RS players who
were active in the game weeks of the A/B test.

We have exploited the equivalency testing to indicate that the differences
that do exist between the above groups are small enough for practical pur-
poses [139]. To this end, we took the advantage of two one-sided test (TOST )2
procedure to illustrate that the means in two population are close enough to
be considered equivalent [140,141]. Table 4.3 shows the properties of the test
to assess the equivalency of the above groups.

We have set the confidence level of the interval (CI) value to 0.95 and
α = 0.05, which indicate a range of computed values that likely contain the
true value of the parameter with a certain level of confidence 95% [142]. To

2We used tost function which is available in
TOSTER package in r: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

equivalence/equivalence.pdf

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/equivalence/equivalence.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/equivalence/equivalence.pdf
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Table 4.3: Equivalence Test in Different Groups.

Group 1
CI=0.95, α = 0.05

Group 2
CI=0.95, α = 0.05

Group 3
CI=0.95, α = 0.05

Group 4
CI=0.95, α = 0.05

Epsilon: ε Tost
p-value H0 Tost

p-value H0 Tost
p-value H0 Tost

p-value H0

0.50 5.5652e-25 rejected 3.11723e-1 rejected 2.42267e-1 rejected 2.48866e-1 rejected
0.25 0.0004510 rejected 0.0010168 rejected 1.6678e-05 rejected 0.000103 rejected
0.15 0.4435465 not rejected 0.1706046 not rejected 0.01809221 rejected 0.04531761 rejected
0.1 0.9280577 not rejected 0.549738 not rejected 0.1466714 not rejected 0.2520635 not rejected

select the largest difference between the population’ means (Epsilon ε) that
can reasonably be considered equivalent, prior study or the knowledge of ex-
perts are needed. This is because, choosing the right number comes down to
what the experts think makes a reasonable case, which differs from domain
to domain. Hence, to know the right value, we run the equivalence test with
epsilon (ε) in the range [0.5 − 0.1], where the close this value to 0, the large
of sample size is needed to attain a proper narrow confidence interval in order
to conclude that the obtained estimate is statistically equivalent.

As it shown in the table, epsilon with 0.5 and 0.25 are not enough strong to
know which proportions of the challenge success are equivalent, since the test
rejects the null hypothesis in all cases that concludes all groups are equivalent,
which is not practically correct.

We proceeded the test by setting the Epsilon with tinier value ε = 0.15
and observed the reasonable results. In this setting, only non-Rs challenges
in Group 2 performs better, since we fail to reject the null hypothesis by
p − value = 0.170606 at 95% confidence. It is worth remarking that the
player’s population in Group 2 is not fully equivalent to the population from
which we drew our RS players, since Group 2 does include weekly champions.
Therefore, we had expected that Group 2 might perform overall somewhat
better; in fact, weekly champions were responsible for 40 out of 153 challenges
successes recorded for Group 2. The equivalence tests of RS challenges vs.
Group 3 (i.e., the A/B set up) – as well as Group 4 – show that when samples
are drawn from fully equivalent player populations, we can reject the null
hypothesis at 95% confidence, which highlight that RS and non-RS challenges
in these two groups are statistically equivalent, or in other words, the difference
is minor.

This equivalency conclusion turned to existing a relevant difference be-
tween RS and non-RS challenges in Groups 2 to 4, when we decrease the
magnitude of the region of similarity e.g., ε = 0.1, by failing to reject the
null-hypothesis.

Those equivalency tests, therefore, provide no support for a statistical
difference for player groups of this magnitude, if we could define a reasonable
interval of equivalency. Therefore, we can answer Ob1 by stating that:
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The difference between the challenge success rate of RS and non-RS
challenges are statistically trivial if the margin of equivalency is

defined reasonably.

4.4.2 Objective 2 Evaluation

To evaluate Objective 2 (Ob2), we define Improvement (Impr) induced
during a challenge relatively to the player’s performance of the previous game
period (in our case,“a Week ”). Given a performance indicator congruent with
the challenge goal (in our mobility game: “either number of trips or amount
of Km traveled in a certain transport mode in a week”), we normalized the
definition of improvement by Equation 4.1.

Impr = (counter − base)/base (4.1)

where counter is the numeric value of the performance indicator that starts
from 0 to +∞, and base is the value of the same indicator sampled at the
moment in which the challenge has been administered to the player (i.e.,
at the end of the previous game week). According to the formula above,
improvement (Imp) is a real number in the range [−1,+∞] (Figure 4.8 and
4.9 y axes), where the range between -1 and 0 indicates that the player has
performed worse during the challenge period, compared to the previous game
week. More specifically, -1 means nothing was done by the player related to
the challenge goal, while 0 means that the player had no improvement. It
means, she repeated the exact same performance of the previous game week
(highlighted in yellow in Figures 4.9 and 4.8).

We have considered weekly challenges of type percentageIncrement, since
their goal is exactly to improve by some given percentage one’s performance
on a mobility indicator with respect to the previous week. Out of the 164
challenges automatically administered by our system during the A/B test to
those players who were active in game weeks 10, to 12, 129 were of type per-
centageIncrement. Hence, the rest were of type absoluteIncrement and, in
particular, those were all what we call “try mode” challenges, that is, they
asked to players to do at least a single trip in a mode they had not used at all
the previous week. Although 17 out of those 35 challenges were completed,
their definition is clearly not conducive to measure relative improvement in
a way that is congruent with our definition above, and also with the per-
centageImprovement challenges. Therefore, we have excluded them from our
analysis of Ob2, and considered non-RS challenges from the control Group 3
“Only percentageIncrement (249)”.

The percentageIncrement RS challenges were subdivided in the following
way:
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• Improvement on number of trips per week: 71 challenges including,
Train_Trips with 12, Bus_Trips with 36, and ZeroImpact_Trips with
23.

• Improvement on amount of Km per week: 58 challenges consisting,
Walk_Km with 44 and Bike_Km with 14.

• The challenge generator also produced candidate percentageIncrement
challenges for modes Walk_Trips and BikeSharing_Km, but they were
never picked by the RS.

We compare the improvement induced by those RS challenges against equiva-
lent non–RS challenges. For example, percentageImprovement challenges cov-
ering the same set of transport modes, which were administered during the
three weeks (10, 11 and 12). There were 145 such challenges predicating on
number of Trips, and 104 on amount of Km, for a total of 249 non-RS chal-
lenges. In order to assess the difference in improvement between the RS and
non–RS regimes, we sorted the normalized improvement metric for each chal-
lenge in ascending order, and plot this sequence of values at equally spaced
intervals. We show those plots in Figures 4.8, and 4.9, separately for trips–
related and Km–related challenges respectively. In those Figures, the y axis
represents the improvement metric, and the x axis the percentage of chal-
lenges having that improvement value, or less; the blue curve plots the re-
sults of the non–RS challenges, while the orange curve those of RS challenges.
The amount of improvement collectively induced by those challenges can be
visualized as the area in the chart comprised between those monotonic non-
decreasing curves and the y=0 axis (i.e., the no improvement axis). In fact,
actual (positive) improvement occurs only in the area to the right of the curve
intercept with the y=0 axis (highlighted in green), while the area to the left of
the intercept represents those cases in which we observed worse performance
than the challenge baseline; that can be seen as a negative improvement area
(highlighted in red). In both Figures, it is easy to appreciate that, while the
negative improvement areas of the RS and non-RS curves are almost com-
pletely overlapping, the positive improvement areas under the blue curve are
larger and contain almost everywhere the corresponding areas under the black
curve.

To go beyond this intuitive assessment, we can also quantify the amount
of improvement, by using a method for numerical integration of those curves,
and estimate the size of those areas3. We call this metric the Area Under the
improvement Curve, or AUiC4. We denote instead AUiC+ the estimate of the
area of positive improvement only. Values for AUiC and AUiC+ for non-RS

3For those estimates, we took advantage of a function made available to the R statistical
suite by [143].

4In order to avoid confusion with AUC, which usually indicates the Area Under the
Curve in a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) plot.
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Figure 4.7: QQ Plot: KM and Trips in Group 3

and RS challenges are reported in Table 4.4 And Table 4.5 (separately for
trips–related and Km-related challenges, as well as for each single transport
mode). In almost all cases, the values of both AUiC and AUiC+ metrics
are quite larger for RS challenges, with the single exception of Zero impact
challenges, for which the AUiC value is somewhat larger in the non-RS case,
and the AUiC+ values are very similar.

It is noticeable how in several cases the total AUiC in the non–RS case
is negative; that is due to many non–RS players not doing enough to reach
their baseline of the previous week, or choosing not to take up that specific
challenge at all, thus offsetting the actual improvement (AUiC+) from other
players in the same group.
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RS challenges

n
(won)

rewards
paid AUiC AUiC+ players

improved

reward /
AUiC+

per capita

Trips

Tot 71 (27) 5650 0.385 0.643 30 293
Train 12 (7) 1470 0.672 0.897 7 234
Bus 36 (13) 2860 0.204 0.536 13 410
Zero

impact 23 (7) 1320 0.365 0.527 10 250

Walk 0 0 n/a n/a 0 n/a

Km

Tot 58 (23) 5410 0.305 0.612 26 340
Walk 44 (15) 3520 0.222 0.545 17 380
Bike 14 (8) 1890 0.516 0.729 9 288
Bike

Sharing 0 0 n/a n/a 0 n/a

Table 4.4: RS Challenge Improvement

Non–RS challenges

n
(won)

rewards
paid AUiC AUiC+ players

improved

reward /
AUiC+

per capita

Trips

Tot 145 (69) 15600 0.101 0.366 76 561
Train 31 (13) 3400 -0.237 0.147 13 1779
Bus 52 (19) 5250 -0.135 0.264 21 947
Zero

impact 57 (34) 6200 0.466 0.532 39 299

Walk 5 (3) 750 3

Km

Tot 104 (42) 11300 -0.017 0.301 48 782
Walk 80 (30) 8150 -0.006 0.314 36 721
Bike 17 (8) 2100 -0.089 0.204 8 1287
Bike

Sharing 7 (4) 1050 4

Table 4.5: Non–RS Challenge Improvements.
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We can also look at the significance of the improvement differences signified
by the AUiC and AUiC+ metric. Since the distribution of the data will deter-
mine the statistical procedure, we looked the QQ plot for that group (Group 3)
to know the normality of the data [144]. Figures 4.7 shows that the data is not
normally distributed, even they are not close to normal. Hence, we selected
and applied the Wilcoxon test [145] to the RS and non–RS improvement data
for trip–related and Km–related challenges (the same data sets visualized in
Figures 4.8, and 4.9, respectively). Wilcoxon is a non–parametric test of the
probability that randomly selected values from one data set could also belong
to a second data set; we used it to investigate whether the improvements from
RS challenges are statistically larger than those from non–RS challenges.

The results of the Wilcoxon test for Km–related improvement are:

W = 3280.5 p-value = 0.1317

The result of the Wilcoxon test for trip–related improvement are:

W = 5344 p-value = 0.2941

In both cases the p–value is too large to indicate that the RS improvement
(and therefore the corresponding AUiC score) are significantly larger than the
non–RS improvement. However, the observant reader looking at Figures 4.8,
and 4.9 may notice that the plots are very similar in the negative improvement
areas (for example, 15% to 20% of the data consists of -1 values), and start to
divaricate after they reach the intercept with the y=0 axis. In fact, if we repeat
the Wilcoxon test only for the data that represents positive improvement, we
obtain, for Km–related challenges:

W = 571 p-value = 0.0003194

and for trip–related challenges:

W = 979.5 p-value = 6.549e-06

That means that the difference in the AUiC+ scores are highly statistically
significant. In turn, that suggests that automatically generated challenges
may have worked better for those players who embraced their assigned chal-
lenge goal, elevated their game, and put in place a positive effort to improve to
some extent on their baseline mobility behavior. One possible interpretation
is that the selection of transport modes and goals proposed by our recommen-
dation system could have been better suited to the personal inclination of the
individual players than the selection proposed through expert judgment to
the non–RS players, making more congenial for many RS players to approach,
reach or even go beyond the goals set in their personalized challenges.

To have an in-depth look at the normalized improvement of the players’
performances, we have focused on each individual mode, and then described
them in: Week by Week Overall, and finally demonstrated and compared all
the modes vs. together Week by Week (proportion).
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Figure 4.8: Improvement Induced by Challenges: Trips Number (all modes).
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Figure 4.9: Improvement Induced by Challenges: Km Travelled (all modes).

• Bike Trip: As it is shown in Figure 4.10a, no performance was recorded
in week 10, neither for RS challenges, nor non-RS challenges which ex-
press the players did not receive any Bike-related challenges in the week
that may have happened due to the different theme week. While in the
next week (week 11) there is a huge improvement in RS challenges by
more than 78% vs. only 5.13% in non-RS challenges. However, the im-
provement in RS challenges declined from 78% to 50% in week 12, the
gap between the improvement of the two methods increased, because
the large numbers of players who received non-RS challenges did not
repeat even their previous performances, thus the negative performance
recorded for the non-RS challenges. The normalization of these perfor-
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Figure 4.10: The Bike Improvement

mances for both RS-challenges and non-RS challenges is illustrated in
Figure 4.10b, which shows the positive effect of RS challenges on players
to progress their activities in that particular mode.

• Train Trip: Figure 4.11a and 4.11b represent the improvement of the
train trips for the RS challenges vs. non-RS challenges which were
recorded in the three weeks of the game. Tracing all the three weeks, a
remarkable improvement observed in week 10 by more than 81% w.r.t the
previous records for the similar means for the RS challenges. However,
in the subsequent weeks less improvement were recorded, the amount of
improvement (with 50%) in the week 11 and 12 are analogues and still
significant. In contrast with the RS challenges, the negative performance
were observed in week 10 and the last week of the game for the non-RS
challenges. The normalized improvement also shows the significant gap
between the effect of the two types of challenges on the players’ progress
by quantifying the differences with AUiC=0.672 for RS challenges vs.
AUiC=-0.237 for non-RS challenges.
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Figure 4.11: Train Improvement

• Bus Trip: Looking the players’ performance in bus trips which is shown
in Figure 4.12, we have found considerable improvements in RS and non-
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RS challenges with 36% and 14.29% in the first week of the A/B test
(see 4.12a), respectively. These improvements dramatically decreased
to ∼2% and 0% in the next week of the game, for the same mode and
the same types of the challenges, respectively (it is noticeable that in
week 11 there were not any non-RS challenges related to the bus trips).
Unlike the first week, in the last week of the game we recorded the
negative improvements in both types. This might have happened in
the case of the players were not well-enough motivated to perform at
least their previous performances. By excluding the negative figures
and normalizing the only improvement in the three weeks, we achieved
AUiC=0.210 for RS challenges vs. AUiC=-0.135 for non-RS challenges
which are plotted in Figure 4.12b.
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Figure 4.12: Bus Trips Improvement

• Walk: Unlike the improvement recorded for the different transportation
modes mentioned above, in this mode there is only a positive improve-
ment in the second week of the A/B test (week 11) that is represented in
Figure 4.13a in week by week comparison, with around∼15% vs. ∼6% in
RS challenges and non-RS challenges, respectively. Referring the above
comparisons, the similar behavior happened in this mode as well, by
recording the negative performances for the last week of the A/B test
that could have happened due to the several reasons which are detailed in
the next Section. For this experiment we also quantify the difference by
calculating the Area Under the improvement Curve (AUiC) as follows;
AUiC=0.222 for the RS challenges, and AUiC=0.006 for the non-RS
challenges. In addition, by taking into account only the players who
improved their performances (w.r.t their previous week performances),
we obtained AUiC+=0.545 and AUiC+=0.314 for RS challenges and
non-RS challenges, respectively. These differences indicate that RS chal-
lenges are more effective than non-RS challenges, even in the case that
we excluded the players who were not active in that particular mode.
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Figure 4.13: Walk Trips Improvement

• ZeroImpact Trips: The only case in which non–RS challenges perform
better is ZeroImpact_Trips depicted in Figure 4.14a. This positive per-
formance captured only in the first week of the A/B test. Since the
AUiC+ values in this case are almost the same, the difference is mostly
due to less of a negative AUiC contribution in the non–RS challenges
case. This means that a larger number among RS players did less than
their previous week baseline limited to those specific zero–impact chal-
lenges.
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Figure 4.14: ZeroImpact Trips Improvement

Finally, to compare all the transportation mode’s contributions for both
RS challenges vs. non-RS challenges we have plotted them week by week which
are shown in Figure 4.15. It is worth mentioning that only ZeroImpact_Trips
in week 10 from non-RS challenges outperformed the RS challenges, and the
rest in all weeks (by excluding the cases that in both challenges negative con-
tribution were recorded) RS challenges had more effect on persuading players
to progress their performances. It is also shown that in week 12 except Bike
and Train trips, we recorded negative performances for both RS challenges
and non-RS challenges.
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Figure 4.15: Weekly Improvement in the Three Weeks

On the basis of the data described above (see Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 as
well), we can thus answer Ob2 by stating that:

Challenges that automatically generated and assigned by our system
may be conducive to higher level of improvement than analogous

challenges assigned through expert judgment.

4.4.3 Objective 3 Evaluation

To evaluate Objective 3 (Ob3), we put in relation the amount of improve-
ment for the various challenge types to the rewards “paid” by the game for
challenge completion.

Operationally, we characterize improvement via the data about AUiC+ in
Table 4.4 and 4.5, since otherwise the total AUiC of non–RS challenges would
often be negative. That means that we considered only the performance of
those players who were able to achieve some amount of actual improvement
in their challenges. Moreover, since the cardinality of the player sets yielding
some improvement is different in RS vs. non–RS cases, we further normalize
the data considering only the number of players who contributed to that im-
provement (i.e., the players improved column in Table 4.4); we thus compute
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the per capita reward paid by the system per unit of AUiC+ (Rewardpc). The
corresponding formula is as follows:

Rewardpc = (Rewardtot/playersimp)/AUiC+ (4.2)

By looking at that data, we can clearly see that the challenge proposals
by our system are across the board more economical in terms of rewards paid
as incentives per unit of improvement. The difference is always in favor of
RS challenges, and it is quite evident. In fact, the rewards paid to non–RS
players per unit of improvement are – almost in all cases – about double of
those paid to RS players, or more. For example, the per capita reward paid
per unit of improvement in non–RS trip–based challenges is 1.91 times higher
(561 / 293) than in the RS case, while in non–RS Km–based challenges is 2.3
times higher (782 / 340) than in the RS case.

Therefore, we can answer Ob3 by stating that:

Challenges assigned by our system may yield better improvement for
the same amount of per capita reward (or, they yield the same

improvement for less reward.

Taking into account the results observed for Obj1, Obj2 and Obj3, we
can claim that the proposed APCGR framework successfully addresses these
objectives and thus contributes to solve the problems highlighted in Chapter 1.

In the next Section, we discuss our finding at extending our approach with
an automated learning algorithm, which will augment our recommendation
component, in order to optimize and tune the selection of challenges to the
individual player based on her track record with challenges proposed in the
past.

4.4.4 Lessons Learned

Empirical results from games promoting sustainable urban mobility [30,
109] have shown that such personalized units of playable content have a signif-
icant positive effect on players’ engagement as well as retention over time. The
fully automatic PCGR approach presented in Chapter 3.2 allows to propose
to players mobility challenges that are tailored to their habits and preferences,
with minimal additional design work.

We have evaluated our challenge generation and recommendation system
through an A/B test conducted within a long–running sustainable mobility
game involving more than 400 active players. The main objective of the test
was to compare the approach for challenge generation presented in this paper
(RS) with an earlier semi–automatic approach based on expert judgment (non-
RS). We evaluated three key aspects:
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• Comparison of the acceptance rate of challenges generated through the
two approaches;

• Comparison of the improvement in mobility habits of the players ob-
tained through RS vs. non-RS challenges; and

• Comparison of the cost, in terms of given in-game rewards, of the RS
vs. the non-RS approach.

For all three aspects, the evaluation results show that the RS-based auto-
mated approach, thanks to challenges that are tailored to each player’s profile,
is not only comparable to the one based on expert judgment, but may even
be more effective.

Our experiments, however, highlight some limitations and open several
additional research questions, both in terms of the proposed approach and in
terms of its evaluation.

Taking into account challenge acceptance (the first research question high-
lighted in this Chapter “Ob1”), measured in terms of completion rate, our
experiments show that there is no significant difference between RS and non-
RS challenges when samples are drawn form equivalent players’ populations.
However, the relatively low number of challenges (and players) in the control
and intervention groups (164 RS challenges, 280 non-RS challenges) might be a
potential threat to validity, and these encouraging results require confirmation
in larger trials.

Regarding to the second research question “Ob2”, the achievements in
terms of behavioral improvement are very promising: conducted experiments
show a statistically significant positive difference in the improvement induced
by RS challenges with respect to non-RS challenges. However, both RS and
non-RS challenge recommendation approaches fail to affect the behavior of a
considerable segment of the players’ population, represented by players that
did not reach previous week baseline or, in some extreme cases, did not take
up the proposed challenge at all. This aspect, although possibly influenced by
other confounds, questions the effectiveness of the supported challenge mech-
anism itself (independently from the RS or non-RS system used to generate
and recommend challenges) and needs to be further investigated.

A clear limitation of the proposed PCG framework, that might affect the
impact in terms of engagement and behavioral change on broader demograph-
ics of players, concerns the fact that it considers the elevation of player’s
status as the key player objective. This objective guides the sorting and filter-
ing algorithm, that promotes challenges whose reward maximizes the chances
to elevate the player’s status in the game (e.g., reaching a certain level in
the game, rise in rankings, win a badge). Moreover, rewards themselves are
currently limited to point bonuses.

The other noticeable point that should be highlighted is the considerable
gap between the knowledge of the framework w.r.t the real players’ prefer-
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ences/abilities in order to handle the given challenges. This room reflected to
the acceptance rate of the given challenges (discussed in Ob1) and the nega-
tive contributions by the players (who were active in the first two week of the
A/B test) in the last weeks of the game. This could have happened due to
the lack of learning the player’s feedback (not only considering the previous
game week performance, but taking into account the whole player’s perfor-
mance that had been recorded during the game to capture a pattern that a
particular player tends to tackle the multiple obstacles in the game) by facing
the different recommended challenges, or well-motivating the players in the
last week. This brings out a need for an investigation to further improve our
framework, by injecting the ML technique to learn and model the actual play-
ers’ feedback with respect to the introduced challenges. In short, integrating
ML to the main framework can augment our Filtering & Sorting module, in
order to optimize and tune the selection of challenges to the individual player
based on her track record with challenges proposed in the past.

Another interesting extension of the proposed work could exploit player
modeling and play-style analysis techniques to guide the generation and rec-
ommendation of challenges, better tailoring administered challenges, and cor-
responding rewards, to the player’s motivation and objectives. In addition,
follow-up work could consider various challenge-based game mechanics: single-
player challenges (as the one used in this game), player-to-player challenges,
as well as team-level challenges. This would allow to compare different moti-
vational affordances, from purely competitive ones to more collaborative ones,
and to evaluate their effectiveness on different player types.

Concerning the third research question “Ob3” that was inquired relating
to the cost of RS and non-RS challenge generation approaches, we observed
that RS-based challenges are far less expensive (i.e., they induce the same
improvement in mobility behavior for less reward) compared to the non-RS
challenges. However, further investigation is needed to fully capture the actual
relation between the reward associated to a challenge and the induced impact
on player’s behavioral outcomes.

In the near future, we plan to support other challenge-based mechanics
and cover a wider range of reward types that, in combination with play-style
analysis techniques, can be exploited to further customize the game content
by taking into account players’ types. Finally, we plan to apply our solution to
other large-scale gamification experiments in the mobility domain and beyond.

In the next Section, we describe the study setup, implementation, and
evaluation of the Machine Learning module, which the module is designed
and integrated, into APCGR framework –particularly in Filtering & Sorting
module– to optimize the challenge selection performance.
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Figure 4.16: The Overall Challenge Success Rates and Trips Improvement

4.5 Machine Learning Experiment Setup and
Evaluation Objectives

Although the achievements presented in previous Sections suggest that
the proposed framework can positively affect on improving players’ behavior
towards the specified goals under the umbrella of the gamified system (which
are shown in Figure 4.16a and 4.16b as an example), there is still room for
improvement.

As it shown in Figure 4.16a, the overall challenge success rate of the chal-
lenges introduced by our proposed framework and the semi-automatic was
24% vs. 12%, respectively. This 24% success rate represents that the pro-
posed PCG framework requires a better understanding of players’ ability at
handling the given challenges, which have been recommended during the game
weeks. It worth-nothing that the success rate does not grantee the behavioral
improvement all the time, but it positively reflects to the players’ engagement
and their demeanor progress.

To further improve our framework, we implemented the ML module, and
evaluated it on the data-set that we collected from the Trento Play & Go.
The data-set is statistics on the challenges that were given to players’ during
the twelve weeks game. It contains more than 6 thousand instances that each
sample indicates one challenge that demanded the player to complete it within
a certain constraint. Therefore, in this experiment we only focus on the urban
mobility challenges, which asked players to change, sustain and improve their
mobility habits in the particular mode. We structured our evaluation targeting
two main objectives which are listed in the following:

• Objective 4: How effective are the ML techniques in terms of predict-
ing the challenge(s) that suit players’ preferences?

Objective 4 (Ob4) talks about the Effectiveness of the ML module in our
APCGR framework. Specifically, we intend to compare different classification
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algorithms to determine the best algorithm that provides the better result in
predicting the players’ feedback’s with respect to the given challenges.

• Objective 5: How much time is needed to complete the whole ML pro-
cess?

Objective 5 (Ob5), points to the time duration that ML module requires
to capture the challenges from the Valuator module and return them with one
extra feature to the Filtering and Sorting module.

Over the next Section we have answered the above objectives by evaluating
and demonstrating the Effectiveness and Efficiency of the framework within
the Trento Play&Go experiment.

4.6 Machine Learning Evaluation and Results

For evaluating the proposed module, among the 12 weeks data, we have
selected 132 players who were active in weeks 11 or 12. Then we look at the
history of these players and restrict them to the ones who succeeded at least
one challenge from week 2-10. Notably, we got rid of the first week data, as
we did not provide any challenge in that week of the game. We used the above
setting throughout the evaluation presented in this Chapter.

Figure 4.17: Conceptual View the Training and Test Set in Each Cluster

4.6.1 Objective 4 Evaluation

Effectiveness: In order to get objective 4 (Ob4) that is to observe what
effect the different numbers of challenges and the ML techniques would have
on the effectiveness of the ML module, we choose to run the experiment for
varying numbers. In other words, we plan to know how many challenges (and
thus, how many game weeks) are needed to predict challenge completion in
an accurate way. To this end, we clustered the participants into 5 groups
in a supervised way such that each group contains a particular number of
challenges as follows:
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Table 4.6: The Ratio of Players Play Style in All Sections
aaaaaaa
Dscrn

Clust Clust 1≥6 Clust 2≥8 Clust 3≥10 Clust 4≥12 Clust 5≥15

#Players 89 74 67 42 15
#Challenges 1045 945 879 589 227

Clust: Cluster.
Dscrn: Description.

• Cluster 1: Players who have received 6 or more challenges;

• Cluster 2: Players who have received 8 or more challenges;

• Cluster 3: Players who have received 10 or more challenges;

• Cluster 4: Players who have received 12 or more challenges;

• Cluster 5: Players who have received 15 or more challenges.

It is noticeable that these clusters of players hold overlap data. It means,
for example, cluster 2 that contains players who received more than 8 chal-
lenges, it also covers the players who are given more than 6 challenges. Conse-
quently, the same overlapping data can be seen in other clusters. Having the
above setting at constructing the clusters, the first cluster includes 89 players
with 1045 challenges. 74 players with 945 numbers of challenges are located
in the second cluster. The following cluster consists 67 participants who are
given 879 challenges during the game. Cluster 4 with 25 less numbers of play-
ers vs. the third one contains 42 players with around 589 challenges. Finally,
the last cluster with minimum number of players among the others includes
15 players with 227 challenges (see Table 4.6).

Considering the above settings, we took the individual player’s instances
that were recorded from week 2 to week 10 to construct the individual player’s
training set in each cluster (illustrated in Figure 4.17). Then, we performed
five different ML classification techniques such as “Decision Tree, Naive Bayes,
One-R, Bayesian Network and Logistic Regression (Log Reg)” to train the
model. Once the model is trained, the last two weeks of the game data as the
Test-set is used to validate the classification methods. In other words, every
challenge in week 11 and 12 will be fed to the system to calculate the proba-
bility that this challenge will be succeeded or failed by the player. Thereafter,
a class with higher PS value will be assigned as the prediction result for our
binary classification problem “Succeed or Failed”. Finally, this assignment will
be compared to find an agreement with the actual result that the player has
done within week 11 and 12. Then, the comprehensive performance evalua-
tion of all classification algorithms in every cluster are calculated as follows;
the sum of True Positive predictions (TP) of all players instances, the sum of
False Positive (FP) predictions of all players, the sum of True Negative (TN)
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Figure 4.18: Classification Performance in Different Clusters

predictions, and lastly the sum of False Negative (FN) predictions of all play-
ers, which are depicted in Figure 4.18. Thereafter, the following well-known
measurements are used to accredit the experiment:

• Precision: Points the ratio of the number of relevant challenges re-
trieved and of the number of irrelevant and relevant challenges retrieved
(true_positives/(true_positives + false_positives)), which indicates
how useful the results are;

• Recall: Indicates the ratio of relevant challenges retrieved and
of the total numbers of relevant challenges in our data-set
(true_positives/(true_positives + false_negatives)), that represents
how complete the results are;

• F-measure: Refers to the test accuracy, considering both precision and
recall (weighted average) to compute the score.

Note: in this experiment, TP is the number of the failed challenges that
are correctly predicted as such. TN indicates the number of the succeeded
challenges, which are correctly predicted as such. FN refers to the number of
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the failed challenges that are predicted as succeeded, and FP points to the
succeeded challenges that are predicted as the failed challenges.

As it shown in Figure 4.18, the results reported for cluster 1 indicate that
this cluster does not provide enough data at training and modeling the players’
feedback for prediction, since all algorithms provided a poor performance in
the range of 25-50% in F-measure and Recall in this cluster.

In the second cluster almost all the algorithms recorded admissible results,
where it can be seen a remarkable betterment from cluster 1 to cluster 2 in
Recall and F-measure in all techniques (see Figure 4.18b and 4.18c). Since,
the algorithms are applied on each individual player’s data, and the overall
results of all players are reported as the classification performance result, this
improvement happened when we excluded 15 players who have recorded less
than 8 challenges (totally 100 challenges) in their challenge pool.

We have used Zero Rule5 classifier to obtain the accuracy base-line of each
cluster, so that we are able to assess the performance of the other classification
methods in our classification problem. Similar range of baselines (close to
random 50%) have calculated such as 57.7%, 56.7%, 56.4% , 54.4% and 54.6%
for clusters 1 to 5, respectively.

Having the above agreement accuracy for each cluster as the base-line (that
highlights marginally more than a random classification and prediction), Naive
Bayes performs better among the other implemented classification methods
by 60% in accuracy –slightly better than baseline– and also ∼70%, 68% and
68% in precision, recall and F-measure respectively in the second cluster.

In the third cluster that includes 67 participants who have minimum 10
challenges, the performance smoothly decreased in all techniques, and it in-
tensified in the forth cluster as well. This might have happened due to the
fact that these clusters include players’ data who are involved in the game for
a longer time, so their behavior have been affected by the gamified system.
Therefore, considering the whole players’ history in this dynamic context, has
a negative effect in modeling and consequently predicting their behavior for
the next game week.

Thus, extracting and specifying a certain time-window (from the whole
history) to train the model could help to enhance the performance of modeling
and predicting. In addition, each player had a limited number of challenges
(in different clusters) in her challenge’s history that can be considered as the
training set, hence every single challenge can influence the performance of the
classification results.

According to the results that we have obtained in each cluster, and to have
an in-depth look at the effectiveness of each individual technique, in this stage
we focus on the cluster of players who have received more than 8 numbers of
challenges.

5We exploited ZeroR classifier which is available in Weka to calculate the base-line for
each cluster: https://machinelearningmastery.com/estimate-baseline-
performance-machine-learning-models-weka/.

https://machinelearningmastery.com/estimate-baseline-performance-machine-learning-models-weka/
https://machinelearningmastery.com/estimate-baseline-performance-machine-learning-models-weka/
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Table 4.7: Area Under the Curve Measurement in Cluster 2
aaaaaaa
MSRT

ALG Naive Bayes Decision Tree Bayesian-Net One-R Log Reg

AUC 0.604 0.462 0.469 0.483 0.426

ALG: Algorithm.
MSRT: Measurement.

Hence, taking into account only Cluster 2, comparison between the perfor-
mance of classification techniques are shown in Figure 4.19, where recall, pre-
cision and F-measure are assessed in this comparison. In addition, we quantify
the difference between the methods by the Area Under the Curve (AUC) [146]
metric that represents a probability that the classifier will randomly chosen
positive observation higher than randomly chosen negative observation.

In this task, the proportion of the failed challenges that are correctly pre-
dicted as such refers to the true positive rate (TRP) and plotted on the y-axis
(as known recall). The false positive rate (FPR) refers to the proportion of
the succeeded challenges that are predicted as the failed challenges and plot-
ted on the x-axis. However, we use Table 4.7 to report the AUC result of the
different classification algorithms, rather than plotting the graph.

As it shown in the bar-chart the performance of Decision Tree, Bayesian
Network and Logistic Regression (Log Reg) are almost similar by maximum
60%, in precision, recall and F-measure. We detailed in Table 4.7 the obtained
AUC in Cluster 2, that represents very poor figures for all classifiers “except
Naive Bayes”. 0.462 for Decision Tree, 0.469 for Bayesian Network, for Logistic
Regression we gained 0.426, and finally for One-R we obtained 0.483.

Although, One-R shows a remarkable recall with ∼74%, it has the similar
precision w.r.t the other algorithms. While Naive Bayes provides a better
result in predicting the right challenges by ∼70% in recall, precision and F-
measure with better AUC=0.604.

The above achievement supports the positive effect of integrating the Ma-
chine Learning module into the APCGR framework, in improving the chal-
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lenge selection process in Filtering & Sorting module. We can thus answer
Ob4 by:

Exploiting machine learning techniques –particularly Naive Bayes–
will enable the proposed APCGR framework to optimize the success

rate of the recommended challenges in the game, which have a
potential ability to support players’ motivation to improve their

healthy behavioral in the gamified system.

4.6.2 Objective 5 Evaluation

Efficiency: The fifth objective that we aim to reach concerns the execution
time at performing the ML module in the framework introduced in Chapter
3.2. This is significantly important when the whole framework needs to be
run and executed on-the-fly. Thus, to evaluate the experiment we designed
a component as a Counter in the module to evaluate how fast the different
ML techniques are, when they receive the list of challenges from the Valuator
module till returning the same challenges with appending the PS value on
each challenge. To this end, we articulate that the proposed module as the
preliminary experiment is conducted in a machine with the following configu-
ration: 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 machine with 8 GB of 1867 MHz DDR3 RAM,
and the value that we obtained are expressed in Millisecond (ms) throughout
the Chapter. It is noticeable that this module, similar to the PCG frame-
work and the whole gamification platform will be run in the server that is
specified for our Gamification project (Trento Play&Go) and located in the
Smart Community Lab at Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) in Trento (Italy).
Therefore, the execution time in the server will be much less than these results
that we obtained from this single machine.

In Figure 4.20, we report separately the time performances of the ML
techniques: Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Bayesian Net, One-R and Logistic
Regression (Log Reg), on all clusters. It is worth notice that the execution
time, by tracing all the clusters from Cluster 5 (see Figure 4.20e) to Cluster
1 (see Figure 4.20a), gets longer in overall from 0.356 ms to 1.307 ms, re-
spectively. It is evident that this increasing of the execution time is due to
the fact that the different numbers of players located in the clusters, which
increase from 15 players with 227 challenges in Cluster 5 to 95 players given
1046 challenges in Cluster 1 (see Table 4.6).

We have shown in Section 4.6.1 that the ML module can be activated
(and performs better within the other clusters), when the player recorded at
least 8 challenges in her profiles/history. Hence, to have an in-depth look
at performance of the algorithm in terms of how fast they are, we focus on
Cluster 2 containing 74 players having minimum 8 challenges.
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Figure 4.20: Time Execution in All Clusters

As it is clear in Figure 4.20b, Logistic Regression (Log Reg) and Bayesian
Network need more time to complete their processes with 1.82 and 1.41 mil-
liseconds, while One-R and Decision Tree are the best techniques in terms
of time in completing the prediction process with 0.64 and 0.19 milliseconds.
Naive Bayes that reports the most effective classification method –with our
data– among the other techniques, needs 1.17 millisecond to finish its pro-
cedures. Although, time consumption is a crucial element in any framework
that designers always try to assess and minimize it, in this generation of game
content (challenges) will be important when the generation is on-the-fly.
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In the light of the experiment and concerning the trade-off between Effec-
tiveness and Efficiency, we are able to response to Ob5 by stating that:

Naive Bayes algorithm seems the best classification method that fits
the framework to model and predict the outcome (Succeeded or

Failed) of the generated challenges. This prediction can be exploited
to further improve the challenge selection process in the Filtering &

Sorting module.

The above sections illustrated the evaluation and assessment of the pro-
posed APCGR and the integrated ML module, which were implemented, in an
Urban Mobility gamification system. The assessment was constructed based
on two important concepts; Effectiveness and Efficiency. These two concepts
have been reflected into five objectives, that we have addressed throughout
the various sub-sections.

4.6.3 Lessons Learned

Section 3.3 presented the work of integrating Gamification and Machine
Learning for customizing players experience in the gamified system that serve
a starting spot for further exploration in personalization in this context. We
have seen in [30] that game content, in particular Challenges have a positive
effect to foster and motivate players to change their habits toward the spec-
ified goals. This behavioral change can be shaped better with exploiting the
advantage of machine learning in generating and personalizing the game con-
tent, specially for who were not well-motivated to at least try one of the given
challenges during the game. This allows us to gamify citizens/players without
whipping them by avoiding the generation of non-interesting challenges, but
instead, we could learn what the player(s) does not like and make them as
the ground truth to generate new game content. Having in mind the above
advantages of using ML, we have integrated the ML module in the framework
and evaluated it considering the following objectives:

• How effective the ML techniques are to predict the challenge(s) that suit
the players’ preferences?

• How much time is needed the module completes the whole ML process?

Taking into account these two evaluation objectives, we have found that
using ML in our proposed APCGR framework in gamification can be effective
for optimizing the challenge selection process. We have obtained almost 70%
correctly prediction that makes the ability for the proposed system to assign
game content by having more influence on players’ engagement in the game.

We have examined the ML module on the data that we collected during
the game such that we considered players’ experiences from week 2 to 10 to
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train the model (Training Set), and the rest of the data (week 11 and 12) are
considered for Test-set to evaluate the performance of the module.

The performance of the classification models are assessed with the actual
activities that the players have done during the game. The results that we
have obtained and presented in Section 4.5 show that the ML module can be
used to improve the challenge selection process in Filtering & Sorting module.

So far in Chapter 4 we have reported the performance of a system frame-
work for procedural generation of playable content in gamification. We have
evaluated the framework in a gamified urban mobility campaign, Trento
Play&Go, that ran for 12 weeks in 2016. In addition, a machine learning
module is built to optimize the process of challenge selection, when enough
data is collected from players during the game period. In the next section,
we discuss the achievement from the results of applying play style extrac-
tion module on educational gamification context, limitation of the proposed
approach and the possible extension to solve the highlighted limitations.

In the next Section, we present the evaluation of the proposed Play Style
Extraction module, which was implemented in an educational gamification
context.

4.7 Solving the Incognitum Scenario

Solving the Incognitum is a first-person, point-and-click 3D interactive e-
learning environment that was developed to teach the relationship between
fossil and geological time zone. The game environment is built based on
the largest museum of natural history in the early 19th century known as
Charles W. Peale’s Museum of Art6, which is located in Philadelphia city
(USA). During the game, players can interact with museum’s exhibits such as
minerals, strata deposits, fossils and portraits of renowned historical figures
related to the exhibits (a screen-shot of the game and its environment is shown
in Figure 3.9). In addition, players are able to collect the jewelry of the
museum by correctly answering the questions they face in various sections
of the game. Questions are mainly associated to fossils, minerals or other
information related to geological time, location, etc.

Game content and the whole environment have been constructed to backup
the various learning and play styles based on Achievement Goal Theory
(AGT) [147]. Comprehensively, the aim of this interactive educational game
is to demonstrate the following three main concepts [148]:

• Law of Superposition7,

• Mastodon Life8, and
6 https://www.philamuseum.org
7 https://www.britannica.com/science/law-of-superposition
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mastodon

https://www.philamuseum.org
https://www.britannica.com/science/law-of-superposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mastodon
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• Geological Time9

The game consists of 6 sections such that players after passing a short
section as “Tutorial ” are able to know what the game is and how to play
it. They then can explore the virtual space in the main four sections of the
game called “Quests” to assess various exhibits, as well as answering multiple
questions related to them in order to reach and complete the objective of the
game. The game ends with an Exploration section, where players are allowed
to continue the exploration of the game.

In this study there were 75 freshmen students (in Digital Media depart-
ment) who voluntered to participate to the game to study the correlation
between play style and player type and their influence on learning in Solving
the Incognitum game. In this experiment, volunteers were not told that they
must complete the game, hence they could have quit the game whenever they
prefer or get bored of playing the game.

Before starting the game, participants were asked to complete a pre-
knowledge test consisting of 12 questions about the essential earth science
context. They were also given up to 1 hour with an instruction to play the
game.

The procedure used to collect the essential data from the game is mon-
itoring the screen of the game and recording all the game play data while
players played the game. After finishing the game, participants were again
demanded to fill out two types of questionnaires: first a post-knowledge ac-
quisition questionnaire consisting of 15 questions (AGT survey [149]), and the
second a survey contains an 11-question about player type [147]. Thereafter,
to validate and guarantee the reliability of the survey questions Cronbach’s
alpha [150] was used (for more information about questioners see [148]).

4.8 Player Modeling Experiment Setup

We implemented the proposed module on the data collected from Solv-
ing the Incognitum [107] described in the above Section (4.8). The data-set
that contains 75 participants gameplay’s data was used in [107], in which a
player modeling framework was constructed based on episodic segmentation
of gameplay traces and sequential machine learning. Basically, researchers
represented how the players change their play styles during the game. In that
experiment two researchers by recording (screen recording) the participants’
activities tried to extract their play styles. Due to the change of play style of
players during the game, they segmented the game into four sections (Quests)
and manually labeled the players’ play styles by looking their behavior and
activity regarding to visited items, navigation in the game, use of the concept
of map, questionnaires, etc. Hence, Explorer, Goal-seeker (or Achiever), Lost

9 https://www.britannica.com/science/geologic-time

https://www.britannica.com/science/geologic-time
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and Careless types of play styles are assigned to those players. The proportion
of the assigned play styles are shown in Table 4.8 that indicate players do not
fall into a specific style during the game, and they dynamically change their
play styles over the time.

Table 4.8: The Assigned Play Style Proportion During the Game (4 Sections)
aaaaaaa
Play style

Sections Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4

Explorer 50% 25% 29% 13%
UnIntrested
(Careless) 25% 18% 20% 16%

Goal Seeker
(Achiever) ∼17% 40% 38% 63%

Other
(Lost) ∼8% 17% 13% ∼8%

Borrowing the strategies “Time-based windows and Segmentation” that
we used in [107], we evaluate our proposed automatic play style cognition
on player’s gameplay data that was recorded from her behavior in the game.
Three players are excluded via InterquartileRange and Removewithvalues func-
tions explained in Section 3.4.4, because of having extreme and outlier values.
In addition, we excluded 17 players’ data instances (in order for validating the
proposed approach), who are Not labeled due to miss-information, monitor-
ing, questionnaire. Basically, the experts could not labeled those 17 players
because of the mentioned issues.

Behavior of each individual player is represented by around 70 features
in each section of the game which vary widely, from how the player moves
in the game to visiting location and items, the number of that she answered
(including correct and wrong), to the time that she spent to read and answer
the questions. This information is captured individually while she plays the
game.

4.9 Player Modeling Evaluation Objectives

Having in mind the different sections of the game (detailed in Section
4.8), we took into account only 4 sections (Quests) of the game and 2
minutes time-windows to implement the proposed approach. To assess the
performance of the proposed module, we have looked at two complementary
aspects, which are reflected in the following objectives:

• Objective 6: To what extent the play styles that are automatically ex-
tracted for a player are similar to the labels selected and administered
by means of research members for the same player in the same section
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of the game? and with how much confidence players played toward the
recognized play styles?

• Objective 7: To what extent can we predict the play style considering
the previous styles?

We applied the proposed framework on the four main Quests (sections)
and considered two minutes time-windows. The list of features which are
important to characterize the play styles of interest (see Chapter 3.4.1) were
selected among the 70 features that are logged in the data-set using the domain
knowledge; however, there are other methods that can help to characterize
those styles (e.g., survey, questionnaires). Thus, in this experiment we utilize
only the extracted features from the data-set without demanding any question
from players to model their behavior.

Three main categories of features were extracted such as Time spent in
the game, number of visited game content, and the game content that reflects
the player’s feedback from the game, given a total 11 features for each player.
Features were selected in basis of usability for characterizing players’ pattern
in the game. In other world, the listed features deliver a map that the proposed
system exploits to extract the play styles following the defined Rule Set. Given
the above rationale, the selected features are depicted in Table 4.9:
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Table 4.9: Selected Features

Category # Features Description

Time Spent

1 Total Time for Reading

Refers to the total time that the player spent to read the
content of the game. The average time taken to read
the game content during the game was recorded around
2.42 sec.

2 Navigation Time Points to the total time that the player spent navigating
around the game.

3 Time for Map Talks about the total time that she spent reading the
Map in the game.

4 Reading Min
Refers to the minimum time that the player
spent to read/visit a single component of the game around
0.670 sec.

5 Reading Max

Shows the maximum time that the player
spent to read/visit a single component of the game.
The maximum time record during the game is 3.77
sec.

Visiting game content

6 Total Item Visited Depicts the total number of items that the player visited.
7 Item Visited New Points to the number of new item visited in a section.

8 Item Revisited Illustrates the total number of component that she
re-visited in the game.

9 Questions Visited Talks about the total number of visited questions.

Player’s feedback 10 Questions Right Ratio Refers the percentage of correct answers that the
player provided.

11 Questions Wrong Ratio Shows the percentage of incorrect answer that the
player responded.
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Rule Set:
We take into account the features relating to Time and Visiting the game

component to interpret how fast and slow players play in the game, and
consider the feedback of the player to how precise they play in the game to
characterize play styles. The above features are considered as the Rule Set
(ground truth) to characterize the style as described in Section 3.1.

The propose module is used to construct Table 4.11 that shows the ratio
of players’ play styles and how their play styles changed over time in various
sections of the game, according to the collected data.

As shown in previous work [107], play style is not constant and players
change their play styles over the course of the game (see Table 4.8). Dynamic-
ity of play styles were also obtained by implementing the proposed automatic
approach on the collected data, however different results in ratio of play styles
are evident, which are discussed in the next Section. For example, in section
2, there was a 36% of Explorers, whereas in section 3 there was around 20%
of Explorers, and the number of players classified as Careless changed from
16% in section 1 to around 13% in section 2.

4.10 Player Modeling Results

4.10.1 Objective 6 Evaluation

In order to reach the Objective 6 (Ob6), we have implemented two compar-
ison tests. First, which is “Peer to Peer ” comparison, we conduct an A/B test
between the results that we obtained in [107] (for simplicity, we call Group A
from now on) against the results that we obtained using the proposed module
in this dissertation (for simplicity, we call Group B from now on). Secondly,
we conduct the same A/B test between Group A against Group B by elim-
inating the players who played in Margin. In this experiment, the players
whose confidence values are less than 10% are considered and highlighted as
Margin players (players whose behavior cannot be characterized by a specific
play style).

Table 4.10: Proportion Comparison

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4
A B A B A B A B

Explorer 50% 35% 25% 36% 29% 20% 13% 13%
Careless 25% 16% 18% 13% 20% 29% 16% 20%
Achiever 17% 27% 40% 27% 38% 38% 63% 51%
Lost ∼8% 22% 17% 24% 13% 13% ∼8% 16%
SqDif ∆ =0.377 ∆ = 0.036 ∆ = 0.0162 ∆ = 0.425

SqDif: Square Difference.
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Table 4.11: The Ratio of Players Play Style With and Without Confidence
Value in All Sections

Absolute Comparison
With

Confidence value:
>10%

Play Styles # of Correctly
Labeled (per type and total) # of Players # of Correctly

Labeled # of Players

Section 1

Explorer
Achiever
Careless
Other (lost)

18
7
7
1

33 55

18
7
7
1

33 48

Section 2

Explorer
Achiever
Careless
Other (lost)

9
8
6
6

29 55

5
13
1
2

21 40

Section 3

Explorer
Achiever
Careless
Other (lost)

10
16
8
2

36 55

10
15
8
2

35 48

Section 4

Explorer
Achiever
Careless
Other (lost)

4
23
4
1

32 55

1
20
1
0

22 27

Total # of Players 130 220 111 161
Overall Accuracy 60% ∼70%

Performance Measurement
Recall=0.53

Precision=0.54
F-measure=0.53

Recall=0.60
Precision=0.61
F-measure=0.60

For the first experiment, we have conducted an A/B test between the
labels that the proposed module assigned to players (Table 4.11) vs. the
ones obtained and reported in [107] that are shown in Table 4.8. Then, we
compared peer-to-peer play style of the players that are assigned in each section
of the game. In other words, the play style of every single player in Group
A is compared to the same player’s play style in Group B. We refer to this
test as Absolute Comparison. As it is detailed in Table 4.11, overall 60% of
the labels are identical between Group A and Group B, that demonstrates
a moderate labelization accuracy in Group B using the proposed framework.
The resulting low accuracy is not surprising: surveys results, administered to
players after the game session, were exploited in the manual labeling of play
styles as additional information and turned out to be essential for the labeling
process in all cases of ambiguous play styles

In the second comparison experiment, we took into account the confidence
values calculated by Equation 3.4 for each player in all sections of the game.
Hence, we excluded the players who have less than X% confidence value from
Group B and mutually from Group A. Then, we carried out an A/B test on
the two groups. A part from the comparison test that provides a value (a per-
centage of agreement or accuracy) that could be used to validate the proposed
module compared to manually extraction of play styles, these confidence val-
ues reveal that with how much certainty a player behaves toward a specific
style.

Having the above statement, thus the system is able to highlight players
who played in margin by adjusting a threshold value to meet (e.g., Conf=10%).
Although, the numbers in absolute comparison shows a poor similarity be-
tween the results, by excluding those who played in margin from Group A
and B, the accuracy of correctly labelization increased up to 70%. Table 4.11
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indicates the percentages of play styles which are identified with confidence
and without confidence value in Group B.

We can also look at the significance of the correctly labeled play styles
between the groups (with confidence value, for simplicity we call Group C as
for now, and Group B that defined above) vs. the ground truth (Group A
that manually extracted and labeled to each player). To that end, we applied
the Chi-Square10 on these groups. Once between Group B vs. Group A and
once between Group C and Group A.

Looking to the classification measurement such as Recall, Precision and
F-measure in this task, it is evident that there is a considerable difference
between the implementation of the proposed approach on the two population
“Group B and C”. The result of F-measure, which is the weight average of
recall and precision, shows 8% improvement from the first population (B) to
the second (A). The similar betterment obtained in recall and precision from
Group B to A. We took into account these improvement (around 10%) in all
metrics a good result, since we have multiple classes. This shows that when
outlier samples are drawn from the populations, the improvement in correctly
play style labelization is significant.

The plot in Figure 4.21. presents the distribution of the extracted play
styles with their confidence values in the four sections of the game. y axis
indicates the confidence values in ranges [−∞, +50] in which the negative
values refer to the fact that recognized styles are far from the characteristics
of the styles compared to the Rule Set. While, the more positive value shows
players are close to the style that are labeled. Thus, we reached to this state-
ment that the more close the confidence value to zero, the more that player
plays ambiguously.

Looking at the confidence values of all possible play styles that every indi-
vidual player recorded in each session of the game, it is undoubtedly evident
that players relatively trended toward behaving in a particular style in each
game section. For example, player “Bob” behaved ∼30% as Careless, and
∼20% as Explorer in section one, and played 20% as Achiever, and 35% as
Explorer in the next section of the game. As it is mentioned in Section 3.4.2,
the module picked up and assigned the play style that has higher confidence
value. For instance, considering the Bob behavior in section one, the module
assigned Careless play style with ∼30% against Explorer by ∼20% confidence
value.

This relatively behaving in the game brings up a critical challenge in adapt-
ing game content in basis of the play style.

The above proportion therefore provide no support for a statistical differ-
ence for assigned play style of the players groups of this magnitude. We can
thus answer Ob6 by:

10We took the advantage of chisq.test() function from FunChisq package in r for the
statistical test.
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Figure 4.21: Confidence Value of the Extracted Play Styles.

There is no significant difference in proposed automatic extraction
play styles compared to the ground truth that administered by expert

researchers, when margin players are excluded.

4.10.2 Objective 7 Evaluation

To evaluate objective 7 (Ob7), we take into account only the styles which
we used in absolute A/B test comparison (one single style) without considering
their confidence values. Thus, we have constructed three different experiments
as follows:

• Section by Section (Individually); in this experiment, we aim to predict
the play style of individual player in each section of the game “Sepa-
rately”.

• Cumulative; in this evaluation, to classify play style for a given player,
we consider all the player’s data from all sections prior to the one at
hand. And finally,

• Time Window; to conduct this experiment we ignore sections, and just
consider the data collected from the past 2 minutes whenever we want
to classify play style.

For each experiment, we constructed different Training and Test sets which
are detailed in its section, and in all experiments we try to predict the play
style that already labeled in previous sections or time-windows.

Section by Section (Individually):

To evaluate this experiment, we took into account the data of each player
separately (player’s performances only in that section) and evaluated model-
ing and prediction pipelines. Due to the fact that the number of samples for
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each player is quite limited, we also took into account the data of the first
section of the game (Tutorial). Hence, to construct the Training and Test set
with maximum 5 instances for every player, the iterative leave-one-out cross
validation is used to evaluate the classification problem. Each round, one
sample is left out to be considered as the Test set and the remaining samples
are used to learn the model. Finally, the average of all players’ classification
performances is calculated and reported as the result of the classification ap-
proach. In other words, the comprehensive performance evaluation of each
classification methods in all players are integrated as follows; the sum of True
Positive predictions of all players as TP, the sum of False Positive predictions
of all players as FP, the sum of True Negative predictions of all players as TN,
and lastly the sum of False Negative predictions of all players as FN.
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(a) Individual Experiment
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(b) Cumulative Individual Experiment

Figure 4.22: Classification Results for Individual and Cumulative Individual
Player

To train the model, we employed 5 different ML classification techniques
such as “Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Bayesian Network, Logistic Regression
(LOG REG) and One-R” and compared vs. each other to find out which
method can provide the best result w.r.t our data. Once the model is trained,
the Test-set is used to validate the classification method. Thereafter, well-
known metrics such as Precision, Recall and F-measure are used to accredit
the experiment.

The classification result of 5 approaches are depicted in Figure 4.22a, where
Bayesian Network with 58% recall, 53% precision and F-measure 54% and
Naive Bayes by 57% recall, 52% precision and 53% F-measure (almost similar
efficiency) accomplished better among the other approaches, which considered
an admissible result by comparing with ∼ 36% accuracy as the base-line. We
have calculated the baseline using Zero Rule11 classifier available in Weka [151].

In addition, we quantify the difference between the methods by the Area
Under the Curve (AUC) [146] metric which represents a probability that the

11We exploited ZeroR classifier which is available in Weka to calculate the base-line for
each cluster: https://machinelearningmastery.com/estimate-baseline-
performance-machine-learning-models-weka/.

https://machinelearningmastery.com/estimate-baseline-performance-machine-learning-models-weka/
https://machinelearningmastery.com/estimate-baseline-performance-machine-learning-models-weka/
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classifier will randomly chosen positive observation higher than randomly cho-
sen negative observation. Hence, looking at AUC value of Bayesian Network
and Naive Bayes, Bayesian approach performed marginally better with AUC
of 61% vs. Naive Bayes with 58%. Following the above two models, Decision
Tree, Regression Logistic and One-R classification approaches also obtained a
poor results “almost close to the baseline”.

These low classification results on the players’ individual recorded data
is not surprising, due to the lack of well-enough instances in Training set to
properly model the individual behavior. Another reason for this low perfor-
mance could be the change of play styles sourced from players behavior during
the game.

Cumulative Experiment:

To evaluate this experiment, we took into account the same sections used
in the Individual experiment. Thus, the cumulative data-set of each personal
player contains five samples that logged in her profile/history as follows; sec-
tion 0-0; section 0-1; section 0-2; section 0-3 and section 0-4, which each
section indicates player’s behavior up to that section. E.g., section 0-0 rep-
resents the behavior that a player (Alice) has done in section 0, section 0-1
refers to the activity that Alice behaved in section 0 and section 1, and so on.
The conceptual view of this cumulative experiment is depicted in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23: The Structure of Training and Test Set in Individual Cumulative
Experiment.

We performed leave-one-out cross-validation on players’ cumulative data
using Training and Test set and implemented the above 5 classification ap-
proaches. Similar to the Individual Experiment, the sum of True Positive,
False Positive, False Negative and True Negative off all cumulative sections
are integrated to calculate the comprehensive performance of the classification
method. Figure 4.22b represents recall, precision, F-measure and the area un-
der the curve (AUC) values obtained through cross-validation on the Training
set using the validation set (denoted as Test set).
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Table 4.12: Classification Performances-Individually

Metrics –> Recall Precision F-measure AUC
Methods Ind CuM Ind CuM Ind CuM Ind CuM

Naive Bayes 57% 81% 52% 74% 53% 76% 58% 90%
Decision Tree 41% 61% 27% 46% 33% 53% - -

Bayesian Network 58% 83% 53% 77% 54% 79% 61% 90%
Logistic Regression 55% 78% 46% 68% 50% 72% 51% 39%

One-R 50% 70% 43% 61% 44% 65% 50% 54%

Ind: Individual result.
CuM: Cumulative result.

In this experiment a significant improvement in classification results is ob-
served. For the sake of clarity, one-to-one comparison between the results
from Section by Section and Cumulative experiments are depicted in Table
4.12. E.g., Bayesian Network provided a remarkable improvement with recall
83%, precision 77% and ∼80% in F-measure, which compared to the individ-
ual experiment around 20% is improved in all metrics. A similar betterment is
also achieved by Naive Bayes approach with 81% in recall, 74% precision and
F-measure with 76%. Although the numbers in Logistic Regression showed
a significant improvement compared to the achievement in Individual experi-
ment, the approach is still poor in AUC value with 39% (a bit more than the
baseline).

This significant improvement may be due to that the cumulative experi-
ment could exploit data richer which properly characterize players’ play styles.
The results presented in the above three experiments highlight that Bayesian
Network performs better w.r.t our small data-set of samples. Hence, in the
next experiment we determine to implement Bayesian Network to model play-
ers’ behavior with the time frame.

2-minutes Time Windows:

In this analysis we ignored the 4 main sections of the game, and segment
the whole game into equal 2-minutes time windows (see Figure 4.24). Thus, to
classify play style we just consider the data collected from the past 2 minutes.
As it is mentioned in Section 4.8, each player had been allocated for 60 minutes
to play the game. But many players quit the game before completing the whole
game (for any reason), so we are limited to only 12 2-minutes windows. We
then exclude players who have less then 6 time windows (basically players
who played minimum 12 minutes in the game). Hence, leave-one-out cross-
validation is used to construct Training and Test sets on each player’s time
windows.

Similar to Section by Section (individually) experiment the outcome of
test samples for each player (we refer to TP, FP, TN and FN) are integrated
together to compute the overall result. Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Bayesian
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Figure 4.24: Conceptual view of 2 Minutes Windows Segmentation.

Network, Logistic Regression and One-R classification approaches are imple-
mented on each time window. Indeed, in this experiment we intend to repre-
sent the performance of the prediction while players change their play styles
in different time windows.
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Figure 4.25: Classification Result for 2-minutes Windows.

Results, illustrated in Figure 4.25, show the flow of changes in classification
performance through the 12 time windows.

We can observe reliable performances till window 6, with ranges of 78% to
80% for recall, 79% to 75% for precision, 77% to 72% for F measure. While,
the classification performance smoothly started to decline from overall 72%
(F-measure) in window 6 to overall 61% (f-measure) in window 11, in which
window 8 recorded the worst numbers by 54% recall, 45% precision and 48%
F-measure. This decrement of performance might be due to the less number
of samples (maximum 6 time windows) that those 13 players recorded in their
profiles.

Classification validity measures achieved in window 12 (which is the last
time window) show an admissible performance with 76% in all metrics. Since,
sample size is a significantly important feature in any empirical study (spe-
cially modeling in machine learning), this result in that last time window
indicates, considering more time windows to learn and model the styles, led
to obtain a good prediction.

Taking into account the above three evaluations, we can thus answer Ob7
by:
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The proposed prediction approach proved to be able to predict play
styles with good performances, particularly when cumulative strategy

is exploited. However, lower performances have been obtained
whenever dealing with poor or limited data. Moreover, Section by

Section and Time Window strategies, present issues when dealing with
players behaving relatively towards specific play styles.

4.10.3 Lessons Learned

In Section 3.4.2, we have provided a recognition module that automates
the procedure of extracting play style of players in gamification context. The
proposed recognition module constructed in basis of a Utility Function that is
able to extract play styles by scoring players’ behavior affiliated to a specific
style in the game. The module enables the main framework to contextual-
ize game content (e.g., generating personalize game content) with respect to
players’ play styles.

Evaluation results from the data which was captured from an educational
interactive game-based learning called Solving the Incognitum [107], has pre-
sented such player modeling and play style extraction could have a potential
positive influence to advance game customization that lead to boost players’
engagement in the game. The automatic play style recognition framework
presented in Chapter 3.2 (Section 3.4.2) is capable of modeling players’ rela-
tively behavior in each stage of the game that allows the system to tailor the
game w.r.t the recognized style.

We have evaluated the play style extraction module through an A/B test
on the data collected from an interactive educational game-based environment.
The main objective of this preliminary work and experiment was to compare
the play styles that the automatic framework assigned to players with the play
styles that manually administered (for the same player) by expert researchers
reported in [107]. Thus, the following evaluation objectives led our study to
evaluate the framework:

• To what extent the play styles which are extracted for a player are similar
to the play style administered manually for the same player? and with
how much con dence players played toward the recognized play styles?

• To what extend can we predict the play style considering the previous
styles?

Taking into account Ob6, the evaluation result indicted that there is no
significant difference between the two approaches. Around 70% accuracy of
agreement is obtained between the labels, which are extracted by the proposed
automatic framework against the play styles that labeled to the same players
by the expert researchers, when players who played in the margin of classi
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cation are removed from the whole players population (59 out of 220 samples
in whole sections of the game).

The results reported for Ob7 specified that cumulative individual player’s
data is preferred in considering the model player’s behavior by achieving
around 80% accuracy in the test set vs. Individual Experiment and Time
Windows with overall 60% accuracy in the test set.

The small number of contributors might be sourced such a poor classifica-
tion performance (Individual and Time Windows experiment). Moreover, the
issue could be intensified by noisy data that players recorded during the game.
This highlights the need of larger population to learn and model players’ play
styles in the game. The clear constraint of the proposed play style recognition
is that the framework is a Rule Based system that limits the system to extract
play styles which are out of the Rule Set.

Having in mind the positive influence of personalized challenges to improve
players’ engagement in the game reported by Ob2 in Section 4.4 (in this gam-
ification study that was introduced in Chapter 3, players’ improvement in a
specific mobility means is considered as players’ engagement in the game), in-
tegrating this recognition module to the main framework can act as a booster
to enhance players’ engagement.

A possible extension of the proposed framework can improve the Rule
Set. Instead of relying on the Rule Set that we manually constructed,
unsupervised machine learning algorithms (for instance, Expectation Max-
imization (EM), K-means algorithms or/and self-organizing feature map
(SOFM) [116, 152, 153]) could be implemented on the data to cluster them
based on their similarities and recognize the relations between the features
to discover a pattern for each individual player’s behavior. Another interest-
ing extension of the proposed framework can be implemented and led by the
following question:

• How can prediction contribute to game adaptation?

Answering the question needs to look at the result of Ob6 and Ob7, in
which we have reported how players played the game, and to what extend
the system predicted the play style for the next game session. Although, in
responding Ob6, we achieved that players relatively played toward a specific
play style that make personalization challenging to individual player, we hy-
pothesize that game adaptation module is capable of generating game content
(w.r.t the play style) greater than randomly generation (without considering
play style).

In spite of the fact, that the result of Ob6 allows the system to use the
extracted style to tailor the game (without exploiting machine learning tech-
niques to predict the style) to the individual player, exploiting Ob7 supports
the system to consider past players’ experience in customizing the game. This
personalization can be implemented on different game content on-the-fly.
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For example, for Achievers game content (e.g., considering the Questions
introduced in the game as Challenges that players should handle and complete
them) can be tailored in terms of difficulty, or the numbers of questions. In
another context like our Urban Mobility system, could be tailored on the other
type of game content such as badge collections, points, etc. While for the Lost
players game content can be customized to reduce the complexity of the game
element when she plays the game.

As the part of our future work, we plan to implement the proposed module
in our Urban Mobility gamification with larger participants to extract and
model players’ behavior. The integration of play style recognition and machine
learning modules will augment the performance of generation of personalized
game content (challenges). It contributes to enhancing the performance of
recommending the personalized challenges to the individual players that may
increase the rate of challenge success, as well as players’ improvement in the
game.

4.11 Summary

Persuasive technology “Gamification” can be more forceful for changing
players’ behavior towards the healthy style, if the right strategy is used to
persuade players –particularly– in a large and long gamified system. The
evaluation of APCGR and its integration were an attempt to assess the va-
lidity of the proposed solution (in an urban mobility system) to overcome
the problems, which were highlighted in Chapter 1. Concerning the prob-
lems, our APCGR evaluation showed that the effectiveness of such technology
can be enhanced by dynamically and automatically applying personalization
in a large-scale gamification, rather than using the pre-defined game content
and one-size-fits-all strategy in generating the content (challenges) during the
game. As the assessment of the integrated ML module into APCGR frame-
work showed (Section 4.5), utilizing the machine learning algorithms optimize
the the challenge selection process that can contribute to enhance players’
motivation in the gamified system.

The positive effect of tailoring the game to players’ play style has been
proved, in increasing players’ motivation in digital games. Thus, considering
this potential, with the aim of advancing personalization in gamification, we
evaluate the play style recognition module (in an education gamified domain)
as the first step of game adaptation based on the players’ play style.

Automatically and dynamically deriving the players’ play style is an im-
portant feature and step that can be exploited by future releases of our frame-
work for tailoring the game content towards the play style. Our experiment
and assessment explicitly showed that the players changed their play styles
during the game. These play style changes also express the need for dynamic
personalization in the curse of the game.
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In summary, a one-size-fits-all is not a good strategy to take in order to
generate game content in gamification. Rather, our solution illustrated that
using PCG and recommender system to generate and personalize the game
content –to individual players–, is more effective in changing players’ behavior
towards the specific goal.

This dynamic personalization was constructed based on players’ game sta-
tus and objective, preference, skill, and the objective of the gamified system,
and we postponed the investigation on game adaptation w.r.t the play style
for the future work.

In the next Chapter, we conclude this dissertation by wrapping the prob-
lems that we highlighted to defeat in this dissertation, solutions that we pro-
vided to handle the issues, and contributions that we achieved in this empirical
PhD project. Then, the possible extensions of the proposed APCGR system –
in particular recognition module– that can be investigated for the future work
are described.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Works

5.1 Summary of Research

Recent years have witnessed an increasing amount of investigation in gam-
ification to use this powerful tactic to motivate people towards the more sus-
tainable and healthy behaviors. Nevertheless, gamification performance tends
to abate in the medium to long-term. This can be caused from two common
issues: the dominance of pre-defined game element that are defined at design
time, and a one-size-fits-all strategy in generating game content during the
game. To overcome this problem we developed a technological solution that
enables the dynamic generation and personalization of game content in a large
scale gamification domain.

This dissertation presents the design of an automatic PCG framework that
enables the game content generation and personalization with respect to the
various aspect of players including preferences, skills, abilities, etc. through
a large scale field experiment in the context of Urban Mobility system. The
results clearly show that implementation of our proposed automatic PCG
framework in a large scale gamification experiment, is not only feasible, but
even is more Effective and Efficient against to the manual game content gen-
eration to incentivize participants to improve their healthy behavior in the
gamified system.

In particular, this dissertation focused on developing a PCG Recommender
System framework, in which artificial intelligence techniques are used to tailor
the game content to each individual player aimed to keep them engaged in the
game in the following steps:
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• End-to-end automation of generating personalized game content (chal-
lenges), to be assigned to each individual player in gamification;

• Devising and integrating a machine learning module into APCGR frame-
work to optimize the challenge selection procedure (extended version of
the framework). And;

• Enabling player modeling concept in gamification to advance personal-
ization (the second extension of the framework).

In Chapter 3, we presented the design and integration of procedural con-
tent generation strategies, recommender system, machine learning and player
modeling to build a framework with the aim of overcoming the highlighted
gap in gamification context. The ML module is designed, as a complementary
work, to enable the framework by exploiting machine learning techniques to
optimize the challenge selection process in Filtering & Sorting module aimed
to improve personalization in gamification –in general– and –in particular–
increase the success rate of the given challenges over the course of the game.

Finally, in Section 3.4, we demonstrated the first and essential step to-
wards the implementation of player modeling concept in gamification context.
We developed a score-based module that can automatically extract players’
play style during the game. Chapter 4 reported the implementation and eval-
uation of APCGR and its’ integrated modules; Machine Learning and Player
Modeling.

We have examined our solution in two different contexts of urban mobil-
ity system and game-based educational. Our proposed framework has been
evaluated, with two important concerns in mind: Effectiveness and Efficiency,
which are reflected in seven objectives defined through the experimental eval-
uations.

5.2 Summary of Objectives and Finding

In Table 5.1, we directly point to the findings through the different evalu-
ations, which correspond to the defined objectives, as well as the effectiveness
and efficiency of the approach.

5.2.1 Effectiveness

This aspect was assessed through five objectives. Ob1 and Ob2 mainly
refer to the effectiveness of the proposed APCGR approach in changing the
players’ behavior against the static approach. The evaluation results showed
for all two objectives the RS-based automated method, thanks to challenges
that are tailored to each player’s profile, is not only comparable to the one
based on expert judgment, but is even more effective.
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Table 5.1: Overview of Objectives and Findings
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Ob4 and Ob7 generally point to the effectiveness of Machine Learning tech-
niques to predict the players’ feedback and play style during the game. The
former “Ob4” talks the effectiveness of the integrated ML module to predict
the success rate of the recommended challenges. The results from the evalua-
tion of this module on the data collected from Trento Play&Go showed that
exploiting the framework with ML can help to optimize the challenge selection
process. We have almost obtained 70% correctly prediction that makes the
ability for the proposed system to assign game content by taking into account
various features (e.g., the level of difficulty that enables the concept of flow in
the gamified system, rewards, improvement, etc.) aims to increase the perfor-
mance of challenge recommendation that can a have a positive influence on
players’ engagement in the game. The latter “Ob7” points the effectiveness
of the ML techniques to predict players play style for the next section of the
game. The results showed that the designed system can predict the players’
play styles with high performances, particularly when cumulative strategy is
exploited.

Finally, Ob6 refers to the capability of the proposed play style recognition
to automatically drive the play style. Our evaluation illustrated that there is
no significant difference in proposed automatic extraction play styles compared
to the ground truth that administered by the expert researchers, when margin
players are excluded.

5.2.2 Efficiency

Efficiency was evaluated with two different objectives in phase 2 and 3.
Ob3 and Ob5 are defined to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed APCGR
and “Machine Learning” module. In order to reach Ob3, we compared the paid
rewards for the unit of improvement by our proposed APCGR system vs. the
manual approach. The results clearly confirmed that the challenge proposals
by our system are across the board more economical in terms of rewards paid
as incentives per unit of improvement (see Table 4.4). Time consumption was
our concern to evaluate our proposed ML module in Ob5. Taking into account
the effectiveness of the examined algorithms, Naive Bayes works better with
our data.

In this work, we demonstrated that integrating recommender system and
PCG strategy at generating and personalizing game content has a positive
influence on players’ engagement in the gamified system. The success of our
proposed framework for tailoring the game content showed a great potential to
utilize the tailored content as an effective tool for promoting green behavior.
Moreover, it indicates that such integration can be easily employed in various
gamification context to meet the gamified system’s objectives by utilizing AI
and recommender systems’ techniques. However, our experiments highlight
some limitations and open several additional research questions, both in terms
of the proposed approach, as well as its evaluation. A clear constraint of the
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proposed framework that might affect the system’s impact on engagement and
behavioral change from a broad demographics of players, concerns the fact that
it considers the elevation of player’s status as the key player’s objective.

5.3 Future Work

The work in this PhD thesis represents an initial stride towards mainly
automating the process of generating, tailoring and recommending game con-
tent to the individual players, and validating the effectiveness and efficiency
of this automation in gamification context. Although this work demonstrated
many interesting and significant findings, it also brings up many research op-
portunities for further investigation.

In the future work, we will explore a number of extensions to the play
style extraction framework in the context of gamification –in general– and –in
particular– urban mobility system discussed in this dissertation. In the follow-
ing we briefly discuss the way that the study could be extended at extracting
players’ play style in a gamified system.

5.3.1 Exploiting Unsupervised and Supervised ML algo-
rithms to Extract Players’ Play Style

As the first step of the future work, we started to implement player mod-
eling concept in our Urban Mobility scenario to discern the play style of the
players who participate in gamification. This enables the framework to ad-
vance the generation of personalized challenges (introduced in Chapter 3.2)
not only based on players’ game status, preferences or game objectives, but
also taking into account players’ characteristics that show how they actually
behave in the game. Tailoring game content w.r.t the players’ play style could
have a value in reinforcing participants to be more immersed in the system.

To this end, we aim to build up the Score framework that we proposed and
introduced in Chapter 3.4. Indeed, the framework is a rule-based approach
since it can extract the play style based on the rules that are defined in the
Rule Set (Section 4.10.1). This manually defining the rules limits the module
in recognizing only the play styles, which are already defined in the Rule Set
in a supervised fashion. To overcome this limitation such that the system
can automatically and effectively recognize all the possible demeanors during
the game, we investigate to design a framework that exploits the power of
unsupervised and supervised ML algorithms. This would further establish the
generalizability of our proposed play style-driven approach for personalizing
gamified system.

As mentioned above, this extension of the play style recognition module
has already commenced. To give a brief overview, we have constructed the
first prototype of our framework mainly in a two-tier architecture of Cluster-
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ing and Rule Extraction. Clustering concerns to automatically detect hidden
patterns in human mobility data using unsupervised algorithms ( for instance,
Expectation Maximization (EM), K-means algorithms or/and self-organizing
feature map (SOFM) [116, 152, 153]). In the second module, for the sake
of interpret-ability, rule induction algorithm exploited to learn the extracted
rules for a given cluster label. This module is in charge of using supervised
algorithm (e.g., JRip that is a rule learner algorithm [154]) to find the rules
between features and the labels, which are assigned in clustering step. In fact
interpreting is the real motivation for us to use rule learning.

Although there are several statistics’ techniques that can be used to assess
clustering and rule extraction performances, the lack of “ground truth data”
(labeled by human) to validate clustering and rule extraction challenge this
framework that is constructed based on the unsupervised algorithm.

5.3.2 Design a Semi-Supervised Module to Discover Play
Style of Players Modeling in Gamification

Another interesting future extension of the proposed play style recognition
module could exploit semi-supervised algorithm to extract players’ pattern
from their behavior in the context of gamification. As it is always arduous
and costly to label a large-scale data by hand (e.g., in our urban mobility
scenario we can construct a survey or questionnaire based on Hexad Scale [98]
in order to score and find their play styles during the game), semi-supervised
algorithms can be used to find the players’ pattern from a small portion of the
data, (which are labeled by hand e.g., the questionnaire) in order to apply on
the rest of the data.

5.3.3 Personalized Game Content For the Group of Play-
ers

The PCG framework developed and presented in Chapter 3.2 automates
the generation of game content and personalizes to each individual player. We
have shown that this automation is not only feasible but it is also effective
and efficient in making individual extrinsic and intrinsic motivation [10] to
improve players’ behavior towards the gamified system’s direction. An inter-
esting extension would be to develop a framework that can set-up a group of
players (like teams; from the players who are involved in the gamified system)
in gamification so that the system is able to recommend personalized chal-
lenges to those groups. This may contribute to foster players’ motivation in a
group competition under the gamification goal.
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